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ABSTRACT

Effects of Foli c Ac i d or Zi nc
Rotav ir al Infect i on in a

~1alnutrition

on

~1 u rin e ~1 odel

by

John Dou g las

~1orrey,

Doctor of Phi 1 osophy

Utah State University , 1984

Major Professor: Dr. Gene 1< . Mi ll er
Dissertation Advisor: Dr . Robert W. Sid1ve ll
Department: Biology (V ir ology)

The influences of dietary def i ciencies of folic acid or z inc on
rotaviral disease in infant mi ce were studied .

Preliminary stud ie s

indicated that bovine and simian rotavi ruses , but not porcine
r otavirus, caused diarrhea in infant mi ce .

Bov ine and porcin e

r otavi r uses v1ere not, however , suffic i ently infectious to replace muri ne
r otavi ru s in studies utilizing the muri ne model.

It was also determined

that murine rotav irus purified by a cesium chlo ri de gradient was highly
infectious and useful for subseque nt studies on nutritional influ e nces on
rotaviral disease .

I n dietary stud i es, female Sw iss Webster mic e were f ed

diets containing def i cient , moderately de ficient, or adequate l evels of
folic acid or z inc.

The quantity of specific nutrient add e d to the two

diets were 0, 0 .1 25 , and 0 .5ll ug of folic ac id pe r g ra m of diet, and 4,

X

12, and 6U ug of zinc per gram of diet .

The infants from these mice were

ora ll y inoculated with approximately 100 10
r otavi r us with sterile diluent as a contro l.

50

of purified rrurine

Uninfected infants fr or:1

dams f ed the lowest folic acid diet gained weig ht at a significantly
reduced rate compared with the two groups fed the higher dietary folic
ac id l eve l s .

Infants from the same l ow folic acid group had

s i gnif i cantly less f olate l evels in their livers which indicated that a
def i ciency was achieved .

A mod e rat e e nhance'"ent of rotaviral disease

was seen in these fo l ic acid-deprived infants as determined by their
decreased ability to ga i n 1·1eight, increased incidences of diarrhea, and
an increased number which exhibited high rotaviral antigen titers in
their int estines .

Serum r otaviral antibody titers were below detectable

l eve l s in a significant numbe r of anima l s fed the lowest folic acid diet .
Zinc deficiency in the infant mice was evidencerl by significantly
reduced thymus weight, inability to gain body weight, lower zinc
concentration in whole infant mice, alopecia and presence of sk in rashes.
Th e z in c deficiency produced in this study did not sign i ficantly
af f ect we i ght gai ne d by the infants, presence of diarrhea, tite r s of
vi ru s recovered from the in testine , rotaviral specific antibody in sera ,
rotaviral specific antibody in milk, r atio of intestine weight to whole
mouse weight, and serum sodium l evels .

Since zinc deficiency did not

alter the rot av iral disease, stud i es with athym i c nude mice were done .
After per os rotaviral exposure none of the athyrnic mic e , while all of
the mi ce with thyrruses, had serum antibodies specif i c to r otavirus,
rlernnnstrat in g that elicitation of rotaviral spec ific an tibodies was
T-cell dependent.

{101 pages)

INTRODUCTION

In this study the effects of malnutrition on rotaviral inf ect ion
were determined, since there is a close association between d i ar r hea and
malnutrition, in whlch malno~rlsherl children have a higher i ncidence of
severe diarrhea resulting in in creased morta lity (l<orld Health
Or ganizat ion 1978; Hray 197 8) .

Considerable efforts have been made to

study r otav iral disease, since the disease can be quite frequent and
severe (Riepeno ff - Talty et al. 1982) .

Nob l e et al. ( 1983) demonstrated

in in fan t mice that general malnutr i tion, as established by nutrient
dilution, or prote in deficiency dramatically enhances the severity of
the murine r otaviral disease .

In this study was investigated the

effects that folic acid or zinc deficient diets, which were given to darns
throughout gestation and lacrimal periods, had on rotaviral disease
induced in infants born to these dams.
Folic acid was chosen since it was one of the first limiting
nutrients in human diets (Leevy et al. 1965) and deficiencies of this
nutrient in mice have been shovm to reduce the number of ant i bod i es
produced by the lymphocytes in the sp l een and to severely irnpai r
hemagglutin in antibody in r espo nse to red bl ood cell challenge.

In th e

studies discussed in this dissertation, folic acid def ici ency in rnice
was found to have similar effects on rot av irus-induced disease.
Zinc deficiency was selected to study s ince this deficiency may
have been rnore preva l ent than prev i ously thought (Harnb i dge et a l. 1976)
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and the cortex of the thymus fro m mice that consumed a z i nc deficient
diet was preferentially atrophied (Leucke et al. 10!78; Fraker and Leucke

1977) .

Since the cortex contained immature

dramatically reduced .

thyr:~ocytes,

lymphopoiesis was

In consequence of these phenomena, r educed

peripheral lymphocyte counts (Fraker and Leucke 1977), ant i body leve l s
(Beacl1 et al. 1982), delayed hyper sens itivity (Vadas et al . 1975) , and
T-cell blastogenes i s (Zanzonica et al. 198 1) have been observed in z i nc
deficient subjects.

Due to these immune dysfunct i ons, the host immunity

is depressed, subsequent ly ren der in g the host more susceptible to
infection .

Zinc deficiency profoundly raised the levels of blood

Trypan osoma cruzi in mice (Fraker et al. 1982) .

Zinc deficiency also

had similar effects with Francisella tularensis (Pekarek et al.

1977).

It was found from the work of this dissertation, however, that

z i nc deficiency did not appreciably affect the rotaviral disease nor the
immune response to that disease.

It was realized, then, that zinc

deficiency was not likely one of the specific nutritional factors that
caused rotaviral disease to be more severe in the malnourished subject .
The mouse was used as a model for the study of human rota vi ral
di sease, because mi ce had some obv i ous advantages for experimental
stud i es when compa r ed

~l ith

other animals typically used for the study of

r otav ir a l di sease, e . g ., calf, lamb, and piglet (Woode and Crouch 1978;
Litt l e and Shaddock 1982).

The use of a mouse model also facilitated the

measurement of va ri ous parameters which included the weight gain ,
pr esence of diarrhea, vira l and anti body titers, ratio of large
i ntestine weight to whole mouse weight, zinc and folic acid leve l s, a nd
serur:~

sodium l eve l s .

Se r um sodium levels had not previously been used as

a parameter to measure the status of the disease in the mouse model
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while some of the other parameters had been used only rarely {Noble et
al. 1983, Smee et al. 1982 , Schaub and Prozesky 1977, Little and
Shaddock 1982) .

Another advantage of the mouse model utilized in the

present stur1y was the availability of athymi c nude mice to study the
influen ce that a lack ofT-cell function had on rotaviral disease and
elicitation of rotaviral-sp ecific antibody.

When all of these

parameters were utilized, the mouse model became an effective tool for
the study of r otavira l disease.
Preliminary work for the nutritional studies

~<as

also done, i.e.,

determination of th e infecti vity of bovine, simian, and porcine
rotaviruses for infant mice, susceptibility of different aged mice to
murine rot avirus , and animal end-point titration of cesium
chloride-purified murine rotavirus.
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REVIEW OF LITERATURE

Rotaviruses cause gastro i ntestinal disease i n many anima l spec i es
including nan (Petrie et al. 198 1;

~1cNulty

1978) .

In the human host the

r otavirus may affect all ages; however, the disease i s most severe in
children (Flewett et al. 1979; Vallet et al. 1979) .

The World Health

Organization recently determined from nunerous publ ished studies that
there were 744 to 1000 million episodes of diarrhea in which there were
4.6 mill i on deaths in children under 5 years old in Asia (exc luding
China), Africa, and Latin America (Snyder and t1erson 1982) .

Other

investigators have determined that up to 5U% of hospitalized diarrhea is
associated with rotavirus (liorld Health Organ ization 1978; Kapikian et
al . 197 5) , de~onstrating that rotaviral-associated disease is more
frequent than previously thought.

This high incidence correlates with a

recent report of Rie penoff -T alty et al. (1982) that 73% of pat i ents
under 5 years old with virus - associated enteritis had rotavirus detected
in the feces .
The economic losses due to rotavirus in the animal industry have
been substantial: 3 . 2 to 9 . 7 percent of the losses caused by di a rr hea l
di sease agents in calves were due to rotavirus .

This amounted to $3. 1

to 58 . 7 r1illion in the USA alone (House 1978).
It is kno-m that there is a close association between diarrhea and
malnutr i t i on in which malnourished children have a higher incidence of
severe dia r rhea resulting in increased morta l ity (World Health
Organization 1978; Wray 1978) .

Noble et al. ( 1983) demonstrated in
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infant mi ce that general ma lnutri t i on,

~s

establ ished by nutrient

dilution or prote in rleficiency, enhances the seve rity of the muri ne
rotaviral di sease.

Conceptual ly, some specific nutrients may be

responsible for the adverse effect of malnut rition on rotaviral
diarrhea since it is known that deficiencies of certain specific
nutrients profoundly affect immunologic response {Gross and
Newberne 1980) .

It is realized that def i ciencies of some spec ifi c

nutrients such as zinc and folid acid profound ly affect various
immunological responses {Gross and Newberne 1980).

F o l i c Ac i d De f i c i en cy

If one i s to understand the reasons for the effects of folic ac id
deficiency on disease, the biochemical functions of folic acid must be
realized.

Derivations of tetrahydrofolate are carriers for single carbon

units necessary for the synthesis of purines, thymine, glycine, and
choline (~1etz l er 1977).

Since the products of synthesis are collectively

involved in nucleic acid, protein, lipid and hormone chemistry, it is
probable that the reduction of these functions in the event of folic
ac id deficiency may adversely affect the ability of the host to ward
off infections.
The study of folic acid deficiency is clinically relevant since
the deficiency is common among the human population {Gross and Newberne
19 80) .

Stores of folic acid are rapidly de~leted during periods of

inadequate inta~e (Gross and Newberne 1980).

Zemp et al. {1976) found

the approximate half-life for mouse liver and brain folate stores to be
1.7 and 5 . 9 >~eeks, respectively.

The incidence of folic acid deficiency
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in randomly selected hospitalized patients with hypovi tam i nosis in an
urban US hospital was found to be 45% (Leevy et al. 196S) .

The

deficiency may even be more preva l ant in less developed parts of the
world as evidenced by a recent study in the Zu lu population of South
Afr i ca (Co l eman et al. 1975 ) .
wo~en,
~1any

Of those sur veyed, 44 % of all pregnant

32% of nonpregnant women, and 19% of

~en

were folate def i cie nt.

arlvocate that the prominent cause of folic acid def i ciency is

pregnancy because of fetus and placenta utilization (Chanarin et al .
1968; Lowenstein et al. 1966) .

Since rotaviral disease is primar ily a

disease of the young (McNulty 1978) and is, therefore, subject to
i mmunological defenses of the mother through her breast mi l k and
placenta, folic acid nutritional status may be of pr i mary concern for
the infant ' s i mmuno logical defense against rotaviral i nfect i on.
In the event of folic acid deficiency, humoral and cellu l ar immune
functi ons may be altered {G r oss and Newberne 1980; Beisel 1982) .

In

folate deficient rats the hemagglutinin antibody response to human
erythrocytes (Ludovici and Axel ro d 1951) and plaque forming units in the
sp l een against sheep red blood cells {Kumar and Axelrod 1978) are
severely reouced

fro~

the

non~al

values.

Human studies (Gross et a l.

1975) have shown that folate deficient subjects have a 50% and 67%
reducti on in delayed hypersensitivity and mitogen esis to phyto hemag glutinin, r espectively , when compared with contro ls. Patients with
folate deficiency had re ducerl phagocytic and bacte rici dal activity
due to neutrophilic dysfunction (Youinou et al. 1982). Because of these
i mmuno log ical impairments, inf ant guinea p i gs fed fol ate deficient die t
f or two weeks had 89 % mortality when inoculated with 10

9

Sh i ge ll a

flexneri, whi l e the controls had no deaths {Ne l son and Haltalin 1972).

Zinc Deficiency

Zinc defic ien cy is

con~mon

1963; Hambirlge et al. 1976).

in some human populations (Prasad et al.
Even though zinc ions are usually at

adequate levels in most foods, adsorption of zinc ions are inhibited
through che l at ion by dietary phytates of high-fiber foods (Prasad et al.
1963; Gross and Ne1~berne 1980).
fre~uently

In fact, z in c deficiency is detected

in the 11iddle East, because the diet is high in grains,

cer?als an d unleavened bread.

It is interesting to note that the

deficiencies are profound enough as to observe common clinical symptoms
assJciated with this deficiency such as growth retardation,
hypogonadism, rough skin, and anemia (Prasad et al. 1963).

In more

r ec?nt stud ie s, 10 out of 132 children from middle to upper income
hou;eholds in the USA were found to have low zinc; 8 of the 10 were
bellY/ 10 percentile of growth.

Those indiv i duals did respond to zinc

supllementation {Hambidge et al. 1972), illustrating that this specific
nut·itional deficiency is

1~orth

studying.

Dietary zinc deficiency in laboratory animals has a profound effect
on :he immune function, part i cu 1arly on the thymus-derived lymphocytes
(T-: ells) (Gross and Newber ne 1980).

In zinc deficiency, the most

a t r>phied organ in the mouse i s the thymus {Leucke et al. 1978; Leu cke
arnd Fraker 1979), where the cortex is prefe r ent ially atrophied.

Since

the cortex contains immature thymocytes, lymphopoiesis is affected and
T-c! ll function is d i min i shed (Fraker et al. 1978).

The thymus weight

irn 1/J strain mice fed a zinc-deficient diet for 28 days was 14 .4 g
C!OmJared to 32 .3 g {Fraker and Leucke, 1977).

As would be predicted,

the,, antibody formation that require s helper T-cells is depressed in

8
the event o f z inc deficiency (Fraker et al. 1978) .

Fraker et al. {1978)

reported tha t zinc -defi cient mice possessed 18% of the indi rect Je rne
plaques compared with th e normal contro l mi ce .

\~hen

these zinc-deficient

mice were f ed a zin c- ad equate diet for on ly one week, the in direct Jern e
plaque count raised to 6/l% of the normal values .

Due to these i mmu ne

dysfunctions, the host ' s if'lrnunity to infectious agents wa s depressed,
subsequently rendering the host more susceptible to in fection .

Zin1=

deficiency pr ofoundly raised the blood levels of Trypanosoma cruzi in
mice (Fraker et al. 1982) .

Zinc deficiency also had similar effects

with Francisella tularensis (Pekarek et al. 1977).
Zinc is an essential cofactor of more than 20 meta ll oenzymes which
have key physiological functions {Karcioglu and Sa rp er 1980) .

It i s

probabl e , then, that at least one of the majo r mecha ni sms for the
effects of zinc deficiency on the immune response to disease process i s
the involvement of zinc as a cofactor.

The attempt to det e r min e these

mechanisms is complex because of the role some of these enzymes
play in vivo .

The function of a number of the en zymes ,

a l lows fo r the formulation of some hypotheses .

h a.~ever,

Ca rbo xypept i dase A, a

zinc - metal l oenzyme , hydrolyzes aromatic or branched aliphatic amino
acids from the C- terminus and is involved in protein processing
{Ka r cioglu and Sarper 1980) .

Alka line p hosp hatases are also z inc

meta l lo-:nzymes which enzymatically catalyze the hydrolysis of pho sp hate
esters in volved in lipi d metabolism , and ca lcium and phosphate
ut ili zat i on {Karciog l u and Sarper 1980) .

Zin c i s ne cessary for g r o1~th

in animals {C hu r ch and Pond 1982) and people {Hambidge et a l. 19 76) .
Th i s phenomenon may be expla i ned by the findings that a DNA - dependent
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RNA polymerase (Scrutton et a l. 1971), RNA - dependent DNA polymerase
(Auld et al. 1974), and terminal deoxynuc l eotidy l transferase (Chang and
Ba ll um 1970) are zinc dependent.

The~

vivo biochemistry of ONA

and RNA, then, i s dependent on zinc metalloenzymes .

Since an immune

response involves proteins, lipids and nucleic acids, it is conceivable
that the r;1echan i sms of zinc deficiency may be a reduced activity of these
zinc metalloenzymes.
De Pasquale-Jardieu and Fraker (1980) der;Jonstrate d that zinc
deficiency caused an in vivo elevation of corticosteroides, known to
lyse T-cells, l'lhich may account for another mechanism of 11ow zinc
atrophi es the thymus and reduces T-cell response .

Their studies have

prov i ded data to support this hypothesis.

Characteristics of the Rota viral Disease

In human rotaviral diarrhea, the stool is loose and yellow - green
without the presence of blood (Shepherd et a l. 197S) . Leukocytes are not
present in the feces as they are in some other diarrheal diseases .

This

suggests that there is not a cellular inflammatory resp onse in rotaviral
diarrhea (Ryder et al. 1976). Dehydration, e lectrolyte imbalance, ra ised
temperature, abdominal cramps, and emesis also were often observed
(Ryder et al. 1976; Middleton 1978).

Symptoms usua lly last 5- 8 days but

occasionolly up to 28 days (Flewett et al. 1975;

~1 iddleton

1978).

r1ost

of these signs are also observed in mice (Cheeve r 1956; Kr aft 1958)
l'lhi ch suggests that the mouse may provide a good mode l for the stud)- of
human rotaviral disease.
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Characteristic histopathology has long been observed in mice (Adams
and Kraft 1967) and more recently in man (Dolin 1979).

Viral

replication seems to be confined nainly to the epithelial cells
(enterocytes) at the tips of the villi (Adams and Kraft 1967).

Within

these cells the virus is present in the dilated cisternae in ve sic les of
the endoplasmic reticulu m.

Vacuolization, evidence of cellular

degeneration, is observed with a light microscope (Adams and Kraft
1~67) .

As the infection proceeds, the epithelia l cells at the tips of

the villi are sluffed off and are subsequent ly replaced by more
immature cells from tne crypts of the villi that lack certain enzymes
(11iddleton 1978; r1oon 1978; t-1ebus et al. 197 l b) .

Unlike the cells

normally at the tips of the villi, these immature cells do not have the
ability to adsorb molecules from the lumen; as a result there is a net
extracellular fluid-to-lumen flux of sodium ions, resulting in an
electrolyte imbalance of not only sodium, but also potassium, chloride
and carbonate ions.

Experimental studies suggest that it is this

disordered sodium transport system that causes the diarrhea.

I n serious

cases, death can result from rotaviral disease and is likely due to
electrolyte imbalance and dehydration leading to cardiac arrest
(Middleton 1978; 11oon 1978).

For these r easo ns, this study has measured

parameters that reflect electrolyte imbalance and dehydration to monitor
the severity of the disease.

Other invest igators have not used

electrolyte imbalance i.e., Na+ level, as an indication of the status
of rota viral disease using infant mice as a model.

The most commonly

used parameters have been rotavirus titer in intestine (Noble )g 83) ,
serum r otav ir al antibody titer (Little and Shaddock 1982) , presence of
diarrhea (Little and Shaddock 1982), and histopathology (Little and

ll

Shaddock 1982).

Weight l oss, due to dehydration, has been observed in

diseased subjects (11iddleton 1Y78) but has not been used to monitor the
disease in mice except in one other study (Noble et al. 1983).
Distens i on of the intestine from excess fluids in the lumen i s also
commonly obse rved in diarrheal diseases (Middleton 1978); this parameter
was qua ntitatively measured in this study by ratio of large intestine to
whole mouse weight as suggeste d by Dr. R. Orcutt (Personal
COI'lmunication, National Cancer [nstitute / Fort Detrick , Frederick, Nl)
217lll) .

Characteristics of Rotavi rus

A distinction of the Reoviridae family, which includes rotavirus,
is that the nucleic ac id is segmented double - stranded RNA of which the
rota vi ruses possess ll segments (Barnett et al . 1Y78) .

Considerable

effort has been made to determine which specif ic segments code for the
various structural and non-stru ctural proteins of the virus (Estes et
a l. 1Y82; Kalica et al. 1981).

These data have application in

identifying different strains of the rotaviruses and also in the
development of vaccines (Estes et al. 198~) .
11orphologically the virus exists in various fo rms which occur
during different stages of morphogenesis.

[t has been suggested

(Petr i e et al. 1981) that the virus enters by endocytosis and becomes
sequestered in a lysozome .

Uncoating then occurs in the lysozome

producing a 50 mm subv iral partic l e .

Upon accumulat ion of vira l p r oteins

and RNA, a cytoplasmi c viroplasm inclusion is formed.

After assembly

the virus leaves the viroplasm by budding through the endoplasmic
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reticulum, thereby becoming enveloped.

This envelope is later l ost to

produce a particle about 75 m1o in diameter.
Viruses isolated in a cesium chloride dens ity gradient are seen in
two 1ayers.

The vi ruse s in the less dense 1ayer, designated as

L-p articles , are infectiou s, or at least potent ially infectious, and
oossess two outer capsid layers (Clark et al. 1Y80).
these L- partic les can be enhanced by treatment
al. 1Y79) .

The infectivity of

with trypsin (Clark et

Viruses of the denser layer, designated as 0-particles,

possess one capsid layer and are not infectious (Clark et al. 1980) .
llne of the difficulties of rotavirus research has been the
inability to culture all rotaviruses in cell lines.

Some progress was

made when Mebus et al. (197la) propagated bovine rotavirus in cell
culture.

Porcine and simian rot av iru ses have also been propagated in

cell culture (T heil et al. 1977; 197Cl).

Recent ly, Sato et al. {1981)

reported the cultivation of human rotaviruses in MA-104 cells.

The

murine r otavi rus, however, has not been propagated in cell cultures and
only with limited success in organ culture (Rubenstei n et al. 19 7 1 ).

Immunological Processes in the Intestine

Since rotavirus infects the inte st inal mucosa, and since the
effects of specific nutrients on the rotavirus infection were analyzed
in this study, the iiTVTiunological processes occu rring in the gut
will be discussed.

Development of i mmun ity to a specific antigen

is initiated when the antigen is exposed to gut -associated tissue,
particul ar ly the Peyer's patches.

Ly mp l10cytes (T - orB-cells) are
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sensitized to for m ly mphoblast s .

These se nsitized blast cells, then,

migrate through the regional lymph nodes, to the thoracic duct, and into
the peripheral blood.

>lhi le circulating through the blood sys t em they

preferentially lo cate to either the mamma ry glands or the intestinal
lamina propria.

Up on transfor mat i on of the blast cell into an

antibody - producing cell, specific antibodies are secreted into the milk
and intestinal lu men , there by providing protection to the adult animal
and its infant (Og ra and Dayton 1979; Welliver and Ogra 1978 ; Doe 19r'.
Sensitization to the specif i c antigen is best achieved by
inocula tion of the antigen at the s i te of i nfect ion (Well iver and Ogra

1978; Og r a and Dayton 1979), e . g. , the intesti ne in the case of
rotavirus.

This concept can be st be illustrated by the historical event

of the development of the polio vaccine.

It was obse rved that

parenteral in ocu lation of susceptible individuals with in activated polio
virus did not prevent s ubsequent infections even though the serum had
specific antibody .

The only effect i ve way to induce protection to this

intestinal virus was t o inoculate the subject in the intestine through
oral administration (Og ra and Karz on 1%9).

These observations led to

the concept that antibody formation in the gut is an independent process
from the antibody formation in other parts of the body (Ogra and Dayton

1979)

0

In selecting assays as t ools t o study the immune response to a
gastrointestinal infectio11s agent such as rotavirus, it v1ould be
advantageous to measure the specific i mmu ne response in tile gut.
Ly mp hocytes producing rota vi ral specific antibod ies have been detected
(Immunof lu orescent anti-rotaviral antibody producing cell test, APC Test)
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in ly mph nodes of rabbits (Vonderfe cht and Osbu rn 1982a) and in th e
intestinal l amina propria of calves infected with rotavirus {Vonderfecht
anrl Osburn l9 82b) .

This assay has been used to study the local and

systemic humoral immune respon se to rotavirus in neonatal ca l ves
{Vonderfecht and Osburn 1982b) and could conce ivably be used in
nutritional studies of the nature presented in this dissertation.
Even though the formation of the antibodies in the gut may be
independent, le akage of inte stinal antibodies in to sera or from sera
into the intestinal l umen can occur to a limited degree (Snodgrass
and Wells 1976) .

The suggestion that vaccine inoculation through the

int estine is the only way to offer effective protection to the infant
has been challenged .

An alternate method was illustrated when ewes were

st i mul ated to have hi gh ant ibody titers in the colostrum by inoculating
the

eV~es

wi th Freund ' s incomplet e adjuvant and rotavirus (Snorlgrass and

Hells 1978).

It is emphasized that serum anti bodies alone wi 11 not offe r

effective protection (Kapikian et al. 1975).

It is known that 80% of

ch il dren possess rotaviral antibodies by the time they are three years
o l d {Kapikian et a l. 1975), but the presence of this pre - existent serum
antibody does not co r relate with r esistance to infection in ch i ldren or
adults (S nodg ra ss and Wells 1978).

These concepts could also apply to

rot av ir a l inf ect ions in the i ntest i ne (Snod9 rass and Wells 1978; Ac r es
and Babiuk 1978) .

Adu l t animals are immunologically sensitized through

the gut to rota virus and consequently pass anti bodies through the
colostrum and mi lk to the in fants .

The infants then possess passive

inte stina l antibodies to protect against rotaviral infections (Snodg rass
and Wells 1978) .

Evidence (Snodgrass and We ll s 1978; Snodg r ass and

Wells 1976) has accumulated to support the idea that infants receiving
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antibo~-contain in g

colost rum are protected from rotaviral inf ect ion s more

t han infants receiving no anti body - conta ining colostrum .
Th e cla sses of antibod i es present in the intestine are different
fro r:1 those found in the sera.

The ratio of IgA: IgG: lgM produc in g cel l s

in the gut of man was report ed to be 20:3:1 (Doe 1972) .

Th e predominant

immun og lobin in the milk of humans and othe r animals is also IgA.

The

quest i on of how secret ory IgA (slgA) p r otects tile host against invading
organisms is an intriguing one .

Complement components probably do not

p l ay the major r ole they render in the serum i1anu nity, because th ey are
in very lov1 concentrations in in test in al sec r et i ons (Watson and f·1cl'1urray
1979) .

Some investigators suggest that slgA binds to the virus

prohibiting the inva de r from attaching to the mucosa l surface.
antigen - a nt i body complexes are consequently washed away
1977; Tomas i 1972).

The

(~1cMurray

et a l.

Og ra and Dayton (1979) advocate that slgA

selectively binds to the int est in a l epithelia l cells, thus acting as
an immunologic ba rrier to the virus .
Colostrum or milk mi ght also provide many other ant imi c robial
factors othe r than antibodies (Ot na ess and Orstavik 1980) .

Ce rt ain

p pulations of maternal T-ce lls, i ncluding helper and suppressor
T-cells, B- cel ls and macrophages programmed to mediate mucosa l immunity
are present in the milk, and some are able to enter the infant's
circulation (Og ra and Dayton 1979).

Non-specific viral inhibitors

may be present i n the ni l k , e. g. low pH, bile acids, and g ly coca ly x.
Glycop r ote in fraction of bovine mil k has bee n shown specifically to
have antirotaviral effects (S nodg r ass and

l~ells

1978).
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Detection of Kotav irus and
Rotavi rus - s pe ci fi c Anti bod ies

Because of the difficulty of cu l tur in g rotaviruses, early
inv est igators used methods f or detection of the virus not requiring in
vitro cultivation, such as electron mic r oscopy (Adams and Kraft 1967) .
Techniques utilizing immu no l ogical identification include i mmune
e l ectron mi croscopy {r'lcNulty 1978), complement f i xat i on (Kapik i an et al.
1975) , enzyme -l inked immun osorbent assay (EUSA) (Yolken et a l.
1977) , ra dio i mmunoassay (t~cNulty 1978) , hemagglutinat ion (Bisha i
et a l. 1978) , and i mmunofluorescent anti body techn i qu es (W i lsn ack et al.
19 6Y) .

Methods for measuring the infective virus are widely utilized

but are restricted to those r otav iruses capab l e of being cultured in
cells.

The se methods inclu de fluore scent antibody technique (Ba rnett et

al. 1975), plaque assay U1atsuno et al. 1977), i mmu ne adherence
he Mag glu tinati on test (Gary et al . 1Y82) , and an enzyme labelling test
(McNulty et al. 1979 ) in which infe cted cells are labelled with
peroxidase.

Si nce murine r otavirus has not yet been cultivated in cell

line s , methods not requ i ri ng in vitro cult i va tion can only be utilized.
The detection of the rotaviral antigen can be reduced or blocked
upon addition of rotavirus-specific antibody .

It is this concept that

i s widely used for the detection of r otavirus - specific antibodies .

Some

of th e tests that utilize t his concept a r e block ing ELISA (Yolken et al.
1978) , plaque reduction assay (rlatsuno et al. l'oi77) , neutralization of
immun of lu orescence (Thouless et al. 1977), reverse passive
hemagg lutination inhibition (Sa nekata et a l. 1982) , and hemagglutination
inhibition (Spence et al. 19 76) .

RIA and EUSA antiboqy tests h ave also
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been used to measure the class of anti body (Yolk en et al. 1978 , Mclean and
Holmes 1980).

Rotavira l specific antibody-producing lymphocytes in the

gut can also be measured (Vonderfecht and Osburn 1982a).
The detection of coproantibodies has been difficult because of the
interfering nature of the samples .

Successfu l methods have been

described (Watanabe and Holmes 1977; Watanabe et al. 197 8;
Riepenhoff-Talty et al. 1981; Corthier and Vannie r 1983) in 1vhi ch
the basic concept is to concentrate the specific antibody, often
by centrifugat i on, and then detect the ant i body serologically with
antibodies l abelled with radioisotopes or fluorescent molecules.
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t~TERIALS

1-1

AND METHODS

i c e

Speci fic pathogen-¥ree Sw!ss Webster mice used in all of the
experiments, except when othervlise specified, were designated Crl: CFVI
(SW) BR by the supplier, Charles River Laboratories , (I-Ii lmington MA).
These rnice were previously found to be susceptib le to murine rotavirus
infection (Noble et al. 1983).

Immediately upon arr i va l of the adult

mice, precautions were taken to not inadvertently expose the mice to
rotavirus by placing them in a limited-access disinfected room .
materials used in the room were sterile.

All

The ventilation of the room

was independent from the venti 1ati on of the rest of the building,
thereby reducing the possibility of extraneous disease agents from
entering the room .

The mice were housed in disposable cages hav i ng

filter tops (Lab Products, Inc. , Federalsburg, MO), with bedding changed
fre~uently

to minimize coprophagy.

The animal care personnel wore

disinfected clothing when caring for the animals .

11ice infected with

rotavirus were kept in a building separate from the housing of the
uninfected mice , and personnel working with these infected anima l s we re
denied access to rotavirus - free areas .
maintained at a 12 hour cycle.

The li ghting was automatically

The temperature Has maintained at 72°F to

75°F.
Athymic nude male mice and heterozygous female mice, with a Cl} -1
background, were obtained from Charles River (Wilmington, MA) .

The same
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precautions were taken as des cribed a bo ve to redu ce extraneous
infections . The temperature was ma i ntained at 74°F to 7e °F.

Di

et s

The amounts of folic acid in three diffe rent di ets were determined
using data of the National Academy of Sciences {National Academy of
Sciences 1972) .

Fola te in concentrat i on s of 0 , U.12S and U. SO ug per

gram of basal di et was added to make res pectively , a defic i ent, marginal ,
and norma 1 f o 1i c acid diet as recommen ded for norma 1 gr owth .

The bas a 1

di et contained (g/kg diet): casein 150, corn oi 1 60 , mineral mix
{Appendix) 11.6, vitamin mix (Appendix) prepa re d without f olate 20 ,
CaC0 3 16 . 75, NaHP0 4 .H 20 29 . 8 , cellulose 50 , corn syrup 50 and
dextrose to make 1 kg. Diets were pre ssed into pellets approximately
3/4 inch diameter .
Th e amount of zinc, in the form of zinc sulfate, for three
different diets was determined by pers onal commun i cat i on
wi th Dr. P. J . Fr aker (Department of Nutrition, f.l ichi gan State
University, East Lansin g, r'l!) .

Ele mental zinc , 4 ug , 12 ug, and 60 ug

per gram of basal diet, was added to make respectively, a deficient,
margi nal and norma l amount of zi nc diet as recommended for normal
physiological function .

Zinc- fre e diet was purchased from United States

Bioch emi cal Corp . {Diet# 23566, Cleveland, OH) .

The protein source was

egg albumin since it contained a minimal amount of zin c.

Composition of

th e basa l diet by percentage was celufi l 3.ll , corn oi 1 10.0, dext ro se
68 . 3, egg albumin {spray dr i ed) 15. 0, and zinc free salt mi x 3.7 .
was added at 2 mg/kg of diet.

Biot i n

The zinc- basal diet an d administration of
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the di ets to the anima l s were the same as used in folic acid diet.
mi ce were given pelleted di ets and dist illed

water~

The

li bitu m.

Hur in e rotavirus (r1RV) was obta in ed from Dr. t1. Collins of
Mic r obio l og i ca l Associates, Inc. (Bethesda , t·1D).

RNA band patterns of

the virus we re sim il ar to patterns of bovine and human r otaviruses (Smee
et al. 1982), demonstrating that it was a rota virus .
prepared by inoculating mice per os (p.o.) with
i ntestines 4 days later.

~1RV ,

Stock virus wa s
then harvestin g the

These were homogen i zed to a 10% w/v suspension

of 0 .01 M phosphate buffered saline (PBS), pH 7 . 2, which was then
freon-extracted and purifi ed fu r ther by centrifugation in a CsCl-density
gradient.

The vi r us was collected at a dens ity of 1.3 to 1.4 g/ml and

dialyzed aga inst 0 . 01 11 PBS , pH 7 . 2.

The virus stock was titered in

infant mice to determine the 50% inf ectious dose ( I D ) , and the
50
in ocu lum was pre pared by diluting the stock virus in PBS to achieve an
approximate l OU ID
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dose.

The ce ll s used to propagate Lin co l n strain bovine rotavirus (BRV),
SA -ll strain simi an rot a viru s (SRV), and porc in e rota virus (PRV) were
c1adin- Da rby bovine kidney (t1DBK) cells (Amer ican Type Culture
Collect ion, Rockville, MD) and embryonic rhesus monkey kidney (MA-104)
ce lls (M . Estes, Baylor College of t1ed icine, Houston, TX, ori ginally
obtained from Microbiological Associates, Bethesda , MD).

Ce ll s were

yr own in Eagles t1 ini mum Essential t·ledium (t·IEtl) (G i bco , MD) suppleme nt ed
with 0 .1 9% NaHC0 , 50 units /m l penicillin-G (Sigma), 100
3

ug/rn l

st r eptOITo/C in su lf ate (Sigma) and 10% heat -inactivated fetal bov in e
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serum.

~ovine

rotavirus, PRV, and SRV were obta i ned from Norden

Laboratories (Lincoln, NB), from a porcine isolate from Dr. Edward Bohl
(uhio Agricultural Research and Development Center, Wooster, DH) and
from Dr. ~tary Estes (affi l iation above), respectively.

These rotaviruses

were propagated by allowing virus to adsorb for a period of one hour,
then washing the cells twice with MEM without serum .

Extensive

cytopathic effects were observed at least by 24 hours, then the cells
were frozen and thawed 3 times, removed from the pet ri plates, and freon
extracted .

The viruses were then stored at - 8Ll°C .

These stocks of

bovine, porcine, and simian rotaviruses were used to stuqy the
comparative infectivity in infant mice .

Bovine rotavirus was also use d

as a standard for ELISA rotaviral antigen test.

The viral antigen used

in the immunofluorescent anti-rotaviral antibody producing ce ll (APC)
test (Vonderfecht and Osburn l982a) was the BRV stock, concentrated by
reverse dialysis using polyethylene g ly col 8UOU (Sigma).

The stock was

assayed using the immunofluorescent cell count test (Barnett et al.
1975 ) and was deter!'lined to be 3.1Xl0

8

fluorescing un i ts/ ml.

Animal Titration of Murine Rotavirus

The main pu r pose of tit r at i on of ~\RV was to dete r min e if th e new ly
p r epared ~\RV stock (see procedure above) produced t yp i ca l clin i ca l sigm
of r otaviral infection in mice, and to a l so obta in an ID
stock was diluted 10 - 1 ,
PBS.

10 -

2

,

10- 3 ,

10- 4 ,

• The vir us
50
10- 5 , and 10 - 6 in

Uninoculated controls, sham-inoculated with PBS , were prese nt in

each litter to determine that the litter was not i nadvertant ly exposed to
extraneous virus present in the room.

Swiss Webster mi ce were used at 2
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days ol d and ora lly in oculated with a virus suspension.

So that the

susceptibi lity of the infant mice to the var i ous dilutions of the virus
would not be

~ased

as t o which litter was used, ten litt ers were

r andom ly assigned to 3 treatment b l ocks .
litt e r s inf ecteo with 10 -l and
10 - 3

and

10- 4

10- 2

of the virus and PBS cont rol,

virus dilution and PBS

vi r us diluti on and PBS contro l.

These treatment blocks were

6
co ntr o l, and 1 0-~ and 10-

The respective virus d ilu tions we r e

marked on each i nfant mouse with a permanent ink marker .

The presence

of di arrhea was noted at days 1, 2, 3 , and 4 after virus infe ction .

The

r esu l ts were then ta bulated and the Reed-Muench Method (Reed and Muench
1938) was used t o ca l culate the Io
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on day 3 post inoculati on (p .i. ).

Suscep tibility of Infan t Mice to Bovine , Po r cine ,
and Simian Rotavi r uses

Inf ant mice were ora lly infected with cell culture - propagated
(described above) BRV , PRV, and SRV .
virus.

Two litters were i nfected with each

Poole d i ntesti nal homogenates from each virus group were then

used to ora lly infect a second group of mice .

Tnis p r ocedure was

repeated again to obtain 3 passages of each virus.

The p re sence of

diarrhea on day 2 post inoculati on (p.i.), and the intes t inal rotav iral
tit e r on day 3 p. i. were det e r min ed for tile mice in ea ch vi ra 1 passage.
Mi ce were housed in filter to p cages as previously desc r ibed.

Ca r e

was taken to not cross - infect one vira l group to another viral gr oup by
changi ng gloves bet ween the handling of groups and separatin g each
gr oup to different parts of the room.
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Immunofluorescent Anti -r otaviral Ant ibody
Pr oducing Ce 11 Test

Nu me r ous atter.1pts 1• ere made to adapt th e APC test to detect
rotaviral specif i c antibody prorlucing ce ll s in the int estine of the mouse.
The

b~sic

principal of the test (Vo nd erfecht and Osburn 19H2a; Pi erc@ and

Gowan 1975) is that anti-rotaviral ant i body producing cells i n the
i ntestine, or any other tissue conta inin g immunological ce ll s, are
detected by 1:1aking a section of the tissue, add in g rotaviral ant i ge n to
the histolog i ca l preparat ion, washing the s lide, and then add in g a
fluorescein - conjugated rota viral -specific antibody on the sect ion s.

The

anti body pr oducing cells are then detected with an epi lu minescent
fluorescent microscope by observing f l uorescing cells.
The following co ntrols and variations of the test were done:
PBS was added, in stead of r ota vi r a l ant igen, as a negative
contro l.
Fluorescein - conjugated reovir al spec ific antibody, instead
of t he antirotavirus-c onjugat e , was added as a negat i ve control.
Intestines fror.1 mice not previously exposed to rotavir us or
possess ing any specific antibody were used as a negativ e
cont r ol.
Unconjugated antir.1ouse immunoglobin was added previous to the
addition of the antirotaviru s- conjugate in an attempt to block
the fluorescence .
Unconjugate d rabbit antirotavirus ant i bo dy was added previous to
the addition of the antirotavirus - conjugate in an atter.1pt to
blo ck the fluorescence.
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20:1\ fetal bovine sera, 2% mouse sera in PBS 1·1as used as
a di l uent for the anti rot a virus- conjugate in an attempt to block
the non-specific

fluorescence.

Paraffin-embedded tissue (Vonderfecht and
Osburn 1 ~82a) at a thi

c~

ness of 4 um, as eve ll as cryostat-prepared

tissue (Pierce and Gowan 1975) at a thickness of

um was used.

BRV cvas added to the antirotavirus-conjugate in an attempt to
block non-specific fluorescence.

Enzyme Linked Immunosorbent Assay

Viral antigen in homogenized intestine or cell culture fluid was
assayed by ELISA.

The test was performed by first coating 96-lvell

microtiter plates (Polyvinyl V-well, Oynatech,

Alexandria, VA) vlith

guinea pig anti-SRV antibody, previously purified by ammonium sulfate
precipitation (Herbert and Pittman l96S) , and then incubating fo r 18- 24
at 4°C.

The wells cvere then cvashed 9 times for 30 seconds each cvith

distilled water.

Al l subsequent washings were the same.

Serial

dilutions of the samples in brain heart infusion br oth (BHI , BBL
Microbiology Systems, Cockeysville, 110) were added to the v1ells and
incubated 18-24 h at 4°C.

After washing tl1e wells again, rabbit

anti-human rotavirus antibody conjugated to peroxidase (OAKO, Accurate
Chemicals, Westbury, NY) diluted l/2000 in PBS containing 20% feta l
bovine serum and 2% normal guinea pig serum was added to the wells and
incubated 3 hours at 37°C.

After washing, substrate (a-phenylenediamine

• 2 HCl, Rota zyme, Abbott Laboratories, North Chicago, IL) was added
and incubated 30 minutes at room temperature.

After stopping the
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reaction with 1 N HCl, the absorbance
Reader

~1R590

~t

49Unm was read on a Microelisa

(Dynatech Laboraties, Inc., Alexand ri a , VA}.

Titers were

expressed as the highest dilution giving a P/N>2 . 1, where Pis the
absorbance of test sample and N is the average of 6 we ll s contain in g
rotavirus negative intestinal homogenate .

Rota vi ra 1 Anti body B1ock i ng of
Enzyme Linked Immunosorbent Assay

Anti -r otav iral antibodies in serum and mi lk were assayed using
blocking of bovine rotavirus detection by ELISA (Yolken et al. 1978) .
The virus used in the test was extracted from the aqueous phase of an
homogenized so lution of 1 part of Freon 113 to 4 parts of cell culturepropagated bovine r otavi rus.

Equal volumes of freon-extracted cell

cu lt ure-propagated BRV and varying 2- fold dilu tions of the mouse serum
or the aqueous fraction of mi lk to be tested for anti - rotavirus
ant i body we re incubated together at 37°C,
was

prepared~

The stomach containin g mil k

homogenizing the stomach in a 1/ 10 dilution of PBS and

centrifuging the sol uti on to recover the aqueous phase .

After 1 hour

incu bat i on , titration of bovine rotavirus in these mixtures was car rie d
out as described above for titration of viral antigen.

A 5U% re duct ion

in absorbance at 490 nm of the mean of 3 positive controls containing no
sera compa red to the rnean of 3 negative controls (BHI) was considered to
be positive for rotaviral - specific antibody.

The end point of the

samp l e being tested was the highest tit ration that was positive for
anti body .
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Folic Acid Assay

The liver fo li c acid levels were assayed (Bennett et al. 1964) by
placing a port i on of homogenizerl liver in media without fo l ic ac i d .
Commercially prepared Folic Acid Casei lledium was used (Oifco
Laboratories, lletroit, t1l) .

Lactobacillus casei ATCC 7469, wh i ch

depends on extraneous folic acid for growth, was seeded to the media.
The degree of

groV~th,

as measu r ed by absorbance at 670 nm, was

proportionate to the amount of folic acid in the liver.

A standard

curve was calculated to quantitate the folic acid in the liver .

Electron t1i croscopy

Cell culture - propagated BRV
onto formvar - coated copper grids.

V~as

alloV~ed

to adsorb for 15 minutes

After remova l of the excess liquid and

dryiny of the gri ds, the samples were stained with 2% phosphotungstic
acid and vie1;ed with a Zeiss Eti-9A electron mi croscope .

Z i n c Assay

Zinc content of whole infant mice VIas assayed by atomic abso rpti on
spectrophotometry using an Atomic Absorption/Atomic Emission
Spectrophotometer 457 , (Instrument Laboratories, Andover, r1A).

The

assay, set at a wave length of 213.9 nm, used an ox i di zing, lean f l ame
anrl air- acetylene gas mi xture.
from a set of zinc standards.

The values of the samples were calculated
\lhole infant mice we r e prepared by

weighing each ind i vidual mouse, placing it in a crucible , and burn in y
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the specimen on a hot plate until no more smoke was evolving from the
sample; the samples 1<ere then placed in a furnace ove r night at 450°F.
After coo l ing, 6N HCl was arlded to each cruc ihle and heated 5l i ghtly to
dissolve the contents .

Contents were filtered i n vo l umetric f l asks, and

the f l ask was fi l led with deonized water to contain 200 ml.

The

solution was then assayed for zinc and the va lues calcu l ated from the
standard curve.

Serum Sodi urn Assay

The same instrument described above for the zinc assay was used for
the sod i um assay; flame emission was used instead of atomic absorption.
The same fue l mixture and l ean flame were used as above and the wave
l ength setting was 589 nm.

The serum samp l es of the infant mice were

diluted into deion i zed vlater.

The solution could then be assayed for

sodium content and the absolute concentration of se r um sodium
dete rmined .

Influence of Age on Susceptibility of 11 ice to
Murine Rotavirus

A study was do ne to determine the susceptibility of different aged
mi ce to rotav ir al infection by determing the incidence of diarrhea .
Infant mi ce at the age of <1 day , 2,

o,

8 and l l days were orally

i nocu l at ed with the lOll Io 50 of 11RV . There were 5 l itters per
age group in the study. The proportion of mice with diarrhea was
recorded 1, 2, 3, 4, S, and 10 days post inoculation (p . i.) for the
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different aged mi ce .

Experimental Design for Fo li c Ac i d
and Z i nc Dietary Studies

Soon afte r arrival of the mice, one or two sexua lly mature fe,nales
were bred with one male .

The mice were randomized to the diets . At

least ~S female mice were fed each diet group .
were infected p.o . with 100 10

50

Fifty percent of litters

of MRV stock at 2 days of age for

mice from the folic acid d i etary experiment, and 5 days of age for mice
from the zinc dietary experiment.

Controls were sham-i nfected with PBS

pH 7.2, the buffer fo r the stock virus.

The sham-infected contro l mice

were kept separate from the infected rnice to maintain an uninfected
status in the contro l animals .

The schedule for parameters obtained f o r

the folic acid and zinc dietary studies, and the approximate number of
samples in each di etary group are summar i zed i n Table 1.

The p resence

of dia rr hea in the infant mice was measu r ed on spec ifi ed days (Tab l e l )
p . i. by slightly pressing the abdomen of the infant 3 t i mes a nd
observing for the p r esence or absence of yel l ow dia rr hea .
was also weighed on s pecifi ed days p . i. (Table l).

Each li tter

Mice were sac rifi ced

equally from each litter at designated times to obtain spec i mens
throughout the course of the experiments .

The numbe r of mice, then, in

each l itter at any tirne dur i ng the experiment was approximately equal.
Intest i nes f r om in fants were excised from the pyloric va l ve to the anus,
di lu ted l/10 in PBS pH 7 . 2 ,

homo~en i zed,

ELISA on the days li sted in Ta bl e 1.

and assayed f or rota virus by

Po r tions of the duodenum, ileum ,

and jejunum from three animals in ei!ch dietary group at 2U days

~ . i.
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Table 1 . "Schedu l e for Obtained Parameters "for Zinc and Folic
Acid Dietary Studies
Days post-inocu lation

·-------L'lQ..-..P..~C._ci.i_~i!_Q'....9..r:.o.uB_']_ _________ _
Foli c ac i d
.l:_i!!:.i!_~~r:.s______________l_i_fl~J!.i_~tq_r_x.._~tl!.<b'____ci_i_e_t_a_ry__~t.l!.dy____ _

b
Weight ga in
Histological sect io ns
of intestines

1-5, 6, 10, 20
( 12 li tters)

1-5 , 10, 20
( 10 litters)

20 (3 mice)

20 (3 mice)

2-5, 7, 10
(12 litters)

2-5' 10
( 10 1 i t te rs )

Intestinal rotavirus
titer

1 , 6 ( 30 mice)

4 (15 mice)

Serum rotaviral antibody titer in
infants

6, 20 (25 mice)

20 (16 mi ce)

Serum rotaviral antibody titer in
dams

30 (12 mice)

20 (7 mice)

Rotaviral antibody
titer in
in fants' stomachs

6 (20 mice)

4 (15 mi ce)

Intestine weight/
whole mouse weight

6 (30 mice)

Zi nc level in whole
infant mi ce

6 (20 mice)

Thym us weight in
i nfant mi ce

20 (25 mice)

Ser um sod ium level i n
infant mi ce

6 ( 30 mi ce)

Incidence of diarrhea

Foli c acid levels in
i nfant mic e

1, 4 (5 mice)

aAve r age number of measurements per die t ary group.
between groups are uneven and may vary sl i ght l y .
bPercentage of

~teight

gained from day of infection

Numbers
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were a l so co l l ected, placed in

fon~alin,

imbedded in paraffin,

sectioned , and stained with hematoxylin-eosin for histological
examination .
[n the zinc dietary study tile whole infant mouse at 6
days p.i. 1·1as

~<eighed,

anus to the cecum.

and the larye intestine

;~as

excised from tile

The ratio of weight of large intestine to

weight of '•hole mouse was then calculated and used as a quantitative
eva lu ation of the amount of diarrheal fluids in tne intestines.
Sera from infants were collected 2ll days p .i. from the folic acic1
and z in c dietary experiments for the assay of rotaviral-specific
antibody.

Stomachs from i nfants

~<ere

collected 4 days and 6 days p.i.

for the folic acid and zinc dietary studies , resp ect ively.

At least 20

stomachs from each diet group 1•ere processed for anti body assays by
homogenizing the curdlerl mi lk contents in a 1/S dilution of PBS.

To

determine that antibodies can be detected if contents were prepared in
this way, a female mouse was inoculated p . o . vlith nRV stock about 5 days
after gestat i on and rotaviral spec ific ant i bodies were detected in the
milk from the stomachs of her offspring at endpoint titers ranging from

1!16 to 1/64.
[n the folic acid dietary experiment, livers were excised from
uninfected infant mice at 1 and 4 days p.i., homogenized in a tissue
grinder, and assayed for folic acid.
[n the zinc dietary study, thymus weight, whole body zinc level
(carcass of the mouse without inte stines and stomachs), and serum sodium
l eve l in 25, 12, and 12 doy-old mice , respectively, were assayed .

Also

in the zinc di etary study each individual mouse , intestine and serum was
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numbered so that a correlation of zinc co ntent of the anima l could be
made to the rati o of lar ge intestine to mouse weiyht , rotaviru s t i ter in
inte stine , and serum sodiufil levels.
specimens were sto r ed at - 20 °C .

Upon co ll ection of the tissues, all

The assays were performed soon after tile

col l ect ion of the sample.

Experimental Des ign of
;\thymic Nude rtouse Study

Two experiments were done with athvmic nude mice.

In expe ri ment #1

homozygous (nu/nu) nude mice were crossed with heterozygous (nu/+)
female mice to obtain both homozygous and heterozygous offspring in the
same litter .

Since the control heterozygous mice were in the same

litter as the test animals, the results were not biased as to which
litters were studied .

At 5 days a ft e r gestat ion the fe ma le mi ce wer e

challenged p.o . with lUO IDSO of purif i ed mur in e rota virus so that at
time of birth the in fants would be passively exposed to the virus, and
the dams would have eli cited an anti body r espo nse to the virus by the
time the infants were bo r n .

When the i nfant mice were 3 , 5, and 7 days -

old , they were examine d for th e presence of diarrhea .

At eigt1t days of

age, 1/L of the homozygous and 1/2 of the heterozygous mice were
sac ri ficed to dete rmine the ratio of th e large intestin e weight to whole
mouse weight a nd to measure r ota virus in the intestine.

Th e serum from

each i nfant was also obtained to measure rotav ir a l specific antibodies .
The remainder of the infant mice was sacr ifi ced to o bta in sera for
measuring r otav irus -s pecific ant i bodies .
In experiment #2 , 4 adult (app ro xi mately 25 g) athymic nude mice
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and 4 adult thymic nice were challenged 2 times, 17 days apart, p . o. with
the r1RV stock.

Twelve days after the cha llenge, the sera from the se mice

were assayerl for rotavi rus-specifi c anti bodY using the blocking assay
previously described .

Statistical Ana lysis

The percent of the weight gai nerl fr om day of virus chd 11 enge was
analyzed by expressing the experi mental design in the form of a model,
y=

Ii

+ Dj

+ C(ij)k

+ Tl

+ !Dij

+!Til+ DTj l

+ IllTijl +

E,

where I was infected or sham- infected mice designated as 1 or 2, 0

was diet designated as 1, 2 , or3, C was the cage number and T
was days after inoculation.

The analysis of variance was computed by

ru mmage program (Bryce, G.R. Data analysis in rummage -- A User 's Guide .
Brigh am Young University, Provo, Utah) .
Neans for antigen and antibody titers were calculated by obtaining
the log

10

of the inverse of each titer, averaging those values,

obtaining the antilog of that mean, and obtaining the i nverse to arrive
at the mean for the antigen or antibody titers .

The data for serum

antibodies, intestinal antigen, and presence of diarrhea were analyzed
by ch i square analysis (Christensen 1977) with Yates ' correction
(Croxton 1~53 ) .

Chi square analysis for antibody data was performed by

obtaining the mean of the antibody end point titers from mice in all
three dietary groups and using the mean value as a division line;
those values above the line were connoted (+) and those below were
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connoted (-).

The numbers of end point titers that were (+) and (-)

were then used to calculate chi square analysis.
The Student's t-Test (Christensen 1977) was also used to analyze
the ratio of large intestine weight to mouse weight in the athymic nude
mouse experiment and to analyze the data for thymus weight of
uninfected animals.
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RESULTS

Animal Titration of Murine Rotavirus

Infant mice were infected per os (p . o.) with vary in g dilutions of
stock MRV.

The cesium chloride-purified t1RV produced the signs of a

typical rotaviral infection, i.e., presence of yellow diarrhea in 2 days
and a reduced ability to gain weight .

Table 2 lists the proportion of

mice with diarrhea that were infected with serial dilutions of stock
on days 2, 3, and 4 .

r~RV

Sham-infected controls (PBS-inoculated) , present in

each litter, showed no presence of diarrhea in 2 days while the litter
mates infecte d with the virus had diarrhea .

Utilizing the Reed and

Muench Method (Reed and Muench 193H) and the percentage of mice with
di arrhea 3 days, a 50% infec t io us dose (10

50

) was calculated to be

1 0- 50 3 0

Susceptibility of Infant Mice to Bovine,
Porcine, and Simi an Rota vi ruses

Infant mi ce were inoculated with cell culture -pr opagated BRV, SRV,
or PRV to observe the ability of the viruses to produce c lin ical signs
in infant mice .

The cell culture - propagated BRV can be viewed from the

electron micrograph in Figure l.

Upon carefu l i nspection, one 1vill

notice the spoke- lik e appearance of the virus, conf irming that the vir us
used in the ELISA blocking antibody test is indeed a rotavirus.
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Table 2.

Titration of Cesium Chloride-purified Murine Rotavirus
Stock Using Infant Mouse Susceptibil i tya

Days post- virus
infection

% Diarrheic Mice
MRV Dilution
PBS
(uninfected
10-l 10- 2 10- 3 10- 4 10-5
contrgl)
(15)
(14) (12) (20) (15) (12)

10-6
( 11)

2

0

30

25

31

27

42

27

3c

18

71

75

56

40

58

33

4

18

50

42

63

47

50

40

aAssayed by percent of diarrheic positive mice upon oral
inoculation with CsCl - purified MRV stock at 2 days old .
bNumber of mice.
c!D 50 was calculated to be lo- 5 · 3 using the data from day
3 after infection.
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Figure 1.

Negative stainect phosphotun gst i c acid electron micrograph
of cell culture-propagated bovine rotavirus.
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Homogenized intestines from those mice were used to inoculate a second
group of mice .

The process was repeated for a th ird passage.

Note in

Table 3 that for the first passage of BRV and SHV, the viruses caused
diarrhea in about 3U% of the mice while those mice in fected wi th PRV
had no signs of infection.

There were no further s i gns of the disease in

subsequent passages with the cell cu lture-propagated viruses tested.
Homogenized intestines from mice infected with eithe r BRV, PRV , or SRV
for the first, second, and third passages of the virus were assayed for
rotavirus by ELISA.

No viral antigens were detected fo r any of the

samples, not even from mice that

sho1~ed

c linical s i gns.

Influence of Age on Susceptib ility of t1ice to
Murine Rotavirus

The susceptibility of different aged mice to
measured by presence of diarrhea .

~1RV

(F i gure 2) was

All ages of mice through age ll days

were susceptible to r1RV infe ction; hov1ever, the days and fr equency in
vlhich the animals developed diarrhea were di f fe r ent for the mice of
various ages.

Notice that the mice inf ected at

~rth

(age <l) developed

diarrhea 3 days post in oculation (p.i .) which was later than the mice
of other ages.

These mice, <l day-old, exh i bited diarrhea up to 10

days p . i ., l onger than any of the older mice .

Converse ly, the o l der

mice got diarrhea sooner , but cleared the disease in a shorter period of
time.

The ll day-old mice exhibited diarrhea for only 3 days v1hil e the

<1 day, and 2 day-old mice had diarrhea for at least 8 and 9 days,
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Tab1e 3.

SucceptibilHy of Infant Mice to Infection with
Cell Culture-progated BJvine, Porcine or Simian
Rota viruses
% Diarrheic Positive Micea
PRV

SRV

BRV

l s t Pa ssage b

0 (F)c

31 ( 13 )

33 ( 13)

2nd Passage

0 ( 14)

0 ( 15)

0 ( 16)

3rd Passage

0 ( 19)

0 (18)

0 (17)

aAs determined 4 day s post-virus exposure in 2 day old mice.
bThe infant mice of the fir st passage were infected with
cel l culture-propagated PRV, SRV or BRV. The infant mice of
subsequent passages received an ora l inoculum of homogenized
intest ine from mice of the prev i ous passage.
c
Number of mice per group.

80

70

60

50
40

30
20
10

<1 2 5 8 11
Age (days)

1 day
Figure 2.

<1 2 5 8 11
Age (days)
2 day

<1 2 5 8 11
Age (days)

<1 2 5 8 11
Age (days)

3 day
4 day
Days Post-Inoculation

<1 2 5 8 11
Age (days)
5 day

<1 2 5 8 11
Age (days)
10 day

Susce.,tibility of <1 day , 2 day, S day, 8 day, and 11
day -ol d infant mice to lOU I DSU of muri ne r ota virus
stock at various days after 1noculat1on.
w

<0
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respective ly .

The 5 day-old mice had the highest fr equency of diarrhea

which occurred at days 3, 4, and 5 p.i.

Immunofluorescent Anti-rotav iral Ant i body
Producing Cell Test

The irrmunofluorescent anti-rotavi ral anti body producing cell (APC)
test for detecting rotaviral specific antibody - producing cells did not
work because of the inahi lity to eliminate non-speci fie fluorescing
particles .

Variations of the APC test and contro ls, as described in

f1aterials and r.lethods , did not eliminate non-specific fluorescing
particles .

Non - specific fluorescing particles were observed in the l amina

propria, and to a l esser extent, scattered randomly throughout the
tissue section .

Initially it was suspected that these particles were

antibody - producing cells .

Upon c l oser inspection , using a variety of

contro l s, it was concluded that the pa r t i cles were fluorescing
non-specifically .

A number of attempts were made to elim i nate this

non - specific fluorescence, but none were successful (see r1ateria l s and
Methods) .

Effect of Dietary Folic Acid on
~!u rine

Rotavirus Infection

Female mice were fed diets that contained low levels of folic acid
to

induce~

deficiency in their offspring .

The infant mice were oral ly

inoculated with t1RV stock; then the disease and immunological status of
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infants were monitored .

The data measuri ng the effects of alterations

in dietary folic acid deficiency on rotaviral infection are summarized
in Tal)le 4.

Infants fro"1mice receiving 0 ug folic acid/ g diet had

reduced quant i ties of folate in the livers.

Mice that received the

higher dietary levels of folic acirl exhibited no apparent decrease of
folate in their livers.

It is shown by these data that the 0 ug folic

acid/ g diet given to the dams was sufficient to bring about a reduced
folic acid concentration in the livers of the infants born to those mice .
Weight gain data of infected and sham-i nfected infant mice from
each die tary group are summarized in Figure 3.

The sham-infected mice

from dams receiving the lowest folic acid diet gained less weight
(p<0.05) than the sham-infected mice from the dams fed the two diets
having higher levels of folic ac i d.

This decreased weight gain was

especial ly apparent on day 2 p. i., but

;~as

st i 11 seen by day 20.

The

mice whose dams were fed the marginal folic acid diet appeared to gain
less weight than the mice

;~hose

dams received the highest folic acid

diet on every day except day 4 p.i.

The difference betv1een we ight gain

of the rni ce from the rnargi na 1 and adequate diet groups,
statistically significant.

ho;~ever, ;~as

not

More obvious in Figure 3 is the substantially

reduced weight gain of the rotavir al infected infants as compared with
tl1e uni nfected infants (p<O.OOl).

Although infected infants from mice

fed the 0 ug folic acid/ g diet had the overa ll
this diffe rence as compared

;~ith

lo;~est ;~eight

gains,

the infected animals in the higher

folic acid diet groups was not statistical ly significa nt.
The percentage of mice exhibi ting diarrhea on days 2-5 and lU p.i.
is seen in Figure 4 .

1·1 oderate incre ases in incidence of diarrhea were

seen particul arly on day 2 in the infants from the lowest folic acid

Table 4.

Effects of Alterations in Dietary Folic Acid on Rotaviral
Infection i n Infant Mi ce.a
Concentration of Folic Acid Added to Dietsc
Observation

Timeb

Parameters
Folic acid content in livers

of uninfected infant mice
(~g/g)d

I ncide nce of diarrhea
Weight gain

f

Intestinal rotaviru s tite rg

0

~g/g

0.125

~g/g

0.5

~g/g

3 d old
6 d old

3. 8* t l.5 e
3. 7* :+: 0 . 9

5.1+1.5
4.5!:: l.O

5.3 + o.g
6 . 2:+:1.2

2 d pi
3 d pi

73%*
74%*

64%
62%

58%
63%

10 d pi

198%

219%

232%

4 d pi

544*

740*

386

20 d pi

2. 2*

3. 7

3. 2

9. 3

12.7

Serum rotaviral antibody

titer in infants9
Serum rot a vi ra 1 antibody

titer in dams9
3

20 d pi

10.4

Mice infecte d p. o. at 2 days old .

blndicated as e ither age of mouse (old) or post-inoculation (pi) in days (d).
cDiets of de.ms from which infants were taken.

dBy microbiological assays.
ei1ean :_ SE.

fPercen tage of we i ght gained from the weight on th e day of inocula tion.
gRecipro ca l of the mean.

* P <0.05 compared to 0.5 pg/g diet group.
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FOLIC ACID CONTENT OF DIET ug/g

Fiyure 3.

Percentage of weight gained from day of in oculation to l,
~. 3, 4, 5, lU and 2U post inoculation in infant mice
who se dams received varying levels of di etary folic ac id
during pregnancy and lactation. Two day - old infants were
infe cted vlith lUU w
ofrr.urine rotavirus .
50
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Fiyure 4.

Percentage of rotaviral infected infant mice with diarrhea
on days 2, 3, 4, o, and llJ post inoculation whose dams
received varying levels of dietary folic acid duriny
pr egnancy and lactation . Two day-old infants were infected
with lllU lU -u of murine rota virus . The (*)
connotes p<d . Oo compared to the U. 500 ug/y diet group.
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dietary gr oup (76% compared to 60% in the mi ce from the highest folic
acid diet group) .

These differences were stil l seen on day 3 and were

found to be significant at p<0.05.

The incidences of diarrhea between

any group on days 4, 5 or 10 p.i. were not found to be stat i stica lly
s i gni fi cant.
The individual r otaviral antigen titers in intestines from infected
infants killed on day 4 p.i . are presented in Figure 5.

Reciprocal rrean

ant igen titers were, respectively, 544 and 740 in the infants f r om mice
fed the lowest and marginal folic acid def icient diets as compared with
386 for the an i mals receiving the highest folate die t (Table 4) .

By

utilizing chi square analysis where those reciprocal titer values greater
than or equal to 1280 were connoted (+) and those be l ow 12 80 were
connoted (-), the recipr ocal titers of the groups who rece iv ed the
l~•est

and margina l folic acid diets were conside red to be s i gnificantly

higher (p<0 . 05) as compared with the highest folic acid diet group,
indica t ing the folate deficient diets may have enhanced the t1RV
infection in a sign ifi cant

nu~ber

of the infants .

No serum rotaviral antibody was found in uninfected dams and
infants .
A smal l degree of cytoplasmic vacuo li zat ion in the epithelial cells
at the tip of the villi was seen in infected mouse intestine s from all
th r ee di etary groups.

There was no difference in the severity of this

degeneration between any of the three dietary groups .

In Figure 6

are two photo graphs il lustrating the small degree of cytoplasmic
vacuolization present i n the tip of the villi from tl1e ilium of a
diseased an i mal and of normal vil li of the unin fected contro l animal.
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Figure 5,

Reciprocal r otavirus titer in intestin es obtained
4 days post in ocu la tion from infants 1vhose dams received
varying levels of dietary folic acid. Two day-old infants
were infected with l UIJ W
of murine rotavirus.
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Figure 6.

Photoyraph of: (a) cytoplasmic vacuolization present
in the tips of villi from a rotaviral infected dnimal, and
(b) the tips of villi from the ilium of an uninfected control
anima 1.
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11i lk in the stomachs of infected inf ants at 4 days p. i . was assayed
for rotaviral specific antibody , but no an tibodies were detected at the
lowest dilutio n (1/5) teste d .
infe cted dams and infants

fror~

Se ru m r otav iral antibody titers of
each dietary group killed on day 22 p . i.

ar e shown in Figures 7 and 8 , r espect iv ely .

Sera from infants in the

lnv1e s t folic acid dietary grnur had ove rall lower recipr oca l titers
(mean=2 . 2) than did those from either marginal or ncrnal folic acid
groups

(mean=3.7 and 3.2 resp ect i vely , Table 4) .

The i ncreased number

havin g reciprocal titers of <4 wa s statist i cal ly significant (p<0 . 05) .
The rotaviral reciprocal antibody titer of the dams ' sera
appreciably altered in any group.

1~as

not

These animals were not dir ect ly

infe cted with rotavirus but presumably exposed to the virus by being in
close proximity to their experimentally inf ect ed infants.

Effect of Dietary Z inc on
Mur in e Rotavirus Infection

Female mi ce were fed diets containing various levels of zinc to
induc e a zinc deficiency in their offspring .

The infant mice were

in oculated p.o. with MRV stock; then the disease and immuno logical
status of the infants were monitored. The data measuring the effects of
alterations in dietary zinc deficiency on rotaviral infection are
summarized in Table 5.

The infant mice fr om dams receiving the

de fi cient zinc diet (4ug zinc/g) were deficient in the mineral as
evidenced by reduced zinc l evels in uninfected whole in fant mice
(p<O . OI).

The mice from the deficient dietary zinc group had a mean of

15. 2 + 0 . 3 (~ SE) ug zinc per g of diet compa red with 20 . 9 + 0.4
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Rec i procal rotaviral antibody titer in sera obtaine d
20 days post inoculation from infants Vlhose dams recei ved
varying levels of dietary folic acid during pregnancy and
lactation . Two day-old infant s were infected with
lUU !0
of murine rota virus.
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Tab le 5.

Effects of Alterat ions in Dietary Zinc on Rotaviral Infection in Infant Mice .a

Concentration of Zinc in Die tsc
Parameters

Observation
Timeb

4 ug/g

12 1!9/9

60 119/9

12 d old

15.2* :':. 0.3e

19.9 :':. 0 . 4

20.9:<:_0.04

25 d

80. 1* :':. 2.9

92.3:<:_2.3

99.8 :':. 3 . 2

142 + 1.5
148 ~ 2 0

141 t l. 2
148 ~ l.l

141 + 1.2
149 ~ 1.9

71 %

65%

75%

94. l + 1.6

Zinc level in uninfecded whole
infant mice ( p9/9)

Thymus weight in uninfected
infant mice (m9)
Se rum sodi urn (meq(l) f
Uni nfected

0

ld

12 d old

Infected

Incidence of diarrhea
Intestine wt/whole mouse wtg
Uni nfected
Infected
Weight gainh
Intestinal rota virus ti ter 1
I ntes tina 1 rota virus ti ter 1
Serum rotaviral antibody titer
in infants 1

20 d pi

Serum rota viral antibody titer
in damsi

30 d pi

pi
pi

183~5.5

94.3 + 3.0
199.5 ~ 11.6

4 d pi

96.9 + 2.6
182.7 ~ 5.6
34%

46%

39%

1 d pi

5 .l

6.8

7. 9

7 d pi

3596

56 12

6618

14 .l

11.5

161

161

135

aMice infected p.o. at 5 days old.
blndicated as either age of mouse (old) or post-virus inoculation (pi) in days (d).

cDiets of dams from which infants we re taken.
dBy atomic adsorption spectrophotometry.
eMean + SE.
fBy at~mic emission spectrophotome try.
gQuantitative measurement of diarrhea.
hPe rcentage of weight gained from day of infection to 4 days pi.
1
Rec i procal of the mean.
*~ < 0.05

compared to 60 lJg/g contro l group.
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ug zinc per g of diet in the control animals (Table 5).

Not i ce also

from Figure 9 that the zinc leve l s from infected mice in all three
dietary groups

'~ere

higher than the values of the uninfected animals.

The differences were statistically different (p<0.05) for the infected
compared to the uninfected animal s in the 4 and 12 ug zinc/g diet
groups, but not the 60 ug zinc/g diet group.

The thymus weight,

reflective of the thymus hypoplasia due to zinc deficiency, was
significantly lower in the uninfected infant mice whose dams

~<ere

fed

zinc def icient d i et compared with those of the control group (p<0 .01 )
(Figure 10) .

Clinical signs of zinc deficiency were also apparent in

the zinc deficient diet animals, i.e., scaly skin, reduced ability
to gain weight, and alopecia (loss of hair) .

Alopecia has

been easily observed in swine with zinc deficiency (Church and Pond
1982).

Also, mice in the 4ug zinc/g diet group of either the uninfected

or infected mice, gained significantly less weight over a 20 day period
than the mice from the 12 and 60 ug zinc/g diet groups at a p<0 . 05
(F i gure 10).

Even though the animals fro m the 12 ug zinc/g diet group on

the average gained mo re weight than the 60 ug zinc /g diet group, there
was no sign ifi cant difference between these groups in either tne
infected or uninfected animals.

It has been shown by these data that

the mice in the 4 ug zinc/g diet group were indeed zinc deficient.
It was most apparent from weight gain data on days

and 4 p.i.

that infected mice gained less weight than the uninfected mice (Figure
11).

This type of parameter was effective in the mouse model as a

measure of the disease.
The infected mice of the three dietary g roups had an elevated mean
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serum sodium le ve l of 148

.:!:_

1 .5 meq/l whi l e the mea n serum sodium

level in the i nf ected mi ce of the three gr oups was 141
(TableS) .

.:!:_

1. 3 meq/ 1.

The re was no difference , however , in the serum sodium level

of the 4 ug zinc/g diet group compared with the 12 or 60 ug zinc/g diet
gr oup in either th e infe cted or uninfected mice (Figure 12).
The same pattern (Figure 13) also was seen with the ratio of lar ge
int estine weight to whole mouse weight .

The ratios of th e unin f ected

mice 1vere nearly twice as low as the ratios of the i nfected mice .

The

difference was highly sign ifi cant (p<0 . 001) , thus indicating this parameter
was indeed a measure of degree of di arrhea .

There was no diffe r ence ,

however, when comparing the ratios between any of the three di etary
groups.

Figure 14 is a photograph of a diste nded large inte stine from an

ll day -old mouse infected 6 day s p.i. with murine rotavir us and the
sma ll er intest ine from a cont r ol mouse of the same age.

When measuring

the incidence of diarrhea on days 2- 5, 7 and 10 p.i. as a mon i to r of t he
disease (Figure 15) , we did not observe any stat i stically significant
difference between the infected zi nc defic i ent dietary groups and the
infected contra l dietary group.
There were also no statistica lly s ignificant differences between the
dietary groups in the viral titer s in the i nfa nt intestines, day 1 or
day 8 p.i. (Figure 16), or in th e antibody titers in the sera from
inf ants 20 days, or dams 30 days p. i. (Figure 17).

The virus t it er,

serum sod iu m concentrat i on , and ratio of intestine weight t o mouse
weight were plotted for each mo11se whose body zinc content was known so
that a cor re l ation of zinc content to va rious experimental parameters
could be plotted (Figure 18a , b, and c) .

No co rrelation appea red to

ex i st between zinc co ntent of the mouse and the various parameters
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Rotavirus-infected mouse
large intestine

Sham-inf ected mouse
l<:1r gc intesti ne

Fiyure 14 . Photog r aph of a distended large intesti ne from an ll day-old
mouse infected 5 days of age, and the smaller intestine
from a sham- infected control mouse of the same age.
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mentioned above.
A small degree of cytoplasmic vacuol i zat ion in the epithelial ce lls
at the tip of the villi wa s seen in infected mouse int es tine s from all
thre e dietary groups.

Th ere was no differe nce , however, in th e seve rity

of this degeneration beh1een any of the three dietary groups .

Athymic Mouse Exper iments

Athymic and thymic mice (Exper iment #1) were challenged 2 times, 17
days apart p . o. with 100 IDSO of ces iu m ch loride-purifie d t·1RV to
dete r mine if elicitation of rotaviral specific antibodies was depende nt
on T- cell function .

Twelve days after the second challenge , the se ra

wer e assayed for rota vi r us-speci fi c ant i body .

No specif i c anti body was

detected in the four athymi c mice whi l e specific anti body wa s detected
i n all four of the thymi c mi ce (Tab 1e 6 ) .
In athymi c nude mouse experiment #2 , one li t ter that contained
both 2 day - old athymic and thymic mice was sac ri ficed.

Rotaviral

specific antibody at a r eciproca l t i te r of >128 was foun d in the sera of
the thymic dam v1h i ch had been infected p . o. with t1RV stock about 5 days
after gestation and in the milk fro m infants' stomachs at a mean
recipr oca l titer of 32.

It i s assumed that the i nfants were exposed to

re sidual virus left by inoculation of the dams.

These high serum and rni lk

antibody titers demonstrated tha t dams in ocu lated p . o. by rotavirus were
likely to have specific anti bodies when the litters were born .
Rotavi rus- spec ific antibody was a l so detected i n the sera of ot he r
athymic and thymi c infan t mice whos e thymic dams were i nfected p . o . with
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Table 6.

Comparison of Rotaviral Disease Parameters In
Athymic and Thymic Micea

·~---------- ----------------- ------------- --------------fh11Tius:-----

observgtion
time

Parameters
Adult micec

Athymic
mice

containing mice
(controls)

(25 grams) Experiment~

Serum rctc~~ral antibody titer

12

<l1 ,< 4 ,< 4 ,< 4

8, 8, 16, 16

Infan t mi cee Experiment # 2
4/35 (1 1%)

7I 42 ( 17%)

In cidence of diarrhea

15/35 (43%)

21/42 (50%)

Incidence of diarrhea

19/35 (54 %)

22/38 (58%)

Incidence of diarrheaf

3

Intestine wt/whole
mouse wtg

6

intestinal rotavirus
titer 0

8

356 ( 12)

297 ( 15)

SeruJTL rota vi ra 1 anti body
titer'

s

13 ( 10)

13 (8)

SeruJTL rotaviral antibody
t1ter'

20

20 ( 16 )

59 ( 12)

0.015~0.003

(12)

0.014~0.003

(13)

aDesignated CD-1, either athymic nude homozygous (nu/nu) or
thymic heterozygous (nu/+) mice.
bDays post- exposure.
cAdu lt mice were challenged 2 times, 17 days apart p.o. with
MRV stock. Twelve days post inoculation, the sera of these mice
were assayed for rotavirus-specific antibody.
dReciprocal antibody titer for each individual sample.
eDams of these infant mice were infected p.o. with MRV stock.
The infants presumably acquired the disease from t~e dams, probably
via the residual virus in the cage.
fPositive/total (percent positiv~.
gMeasurement of diarrhea, mean~ S.E. (number of mice/group).
hReciprocal of mean (number of mice/group).
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MRV stock about 5 days after gestation. The average sera antibody t i ters
were the same in both the 8-day old athym ic and thymic mice, whereas on
day 10 the average titers were less than one-ha l f the average titers of
the thymic mice (Figure 20).

The incidence of diarrhea, ratio of

intestine weight to mouse weight and intestinal rotavirus titers were
the sar:1e in athymic and thymic infant mice (Table 6).
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DISCUSSION

The primary purpose of this study was to determine if dietary folic
acid or zinc deficiencies would affect the disease status of rotaviral
infection in infant mice .

This study was prompted since both of these

nutritional factors have previously been shown to alter the immune
responses to certain antigens (Beisel 1982; Gross and Newberne 1980) and
also affect the status of some specific infections (Nelson an d Haltalin
1972; Fraker et al. 1982) .

An enhancement of rotaviral disease was seen

in folic acid deprived infant s as determined by decreased ability to
gain weight, increased inciden ce of diarrhea , and high rotaviral
antigen titers in their intestines .

Serum antibody titers were also

below detectable levels in a significant number of mice fed the l011est
folic acid diet.

Zinc deficiency in the infant mice, however, had no

apparent effect on any of the parameters meas uring i mmuno logical
response or status of the rotaviral infection.
Folic acid deficiency was observed in the infant mice born to dams
fed the most deficient folic acid diet, as evidenced
concentrations of folic acid in the infant's livers.

~

the reduced

Also, the

uninfected animals fed these diets had progeny that gained less weight
than the mice in the normal folic acid diet group.

It is notew orthy to

compare the values of the folic acid concentrations in the livers with
the studies of Klipstein and Lipton (1970).

They observed the normal

range of folic acid in mouse livers to be 6 . 0 to 13.4 ug/g (ug folic
acid/g wet liver) and the range for deficient animals to be below 5 . 3
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ug/g.

Ue also observed similar values of 5.3 to 6.2 ug/g and 3,7 to 5 .1

ug/g for the respective normal and deficient folic ac i d liver
concentrations .
studies, that

The observation in the Klipste in and Lipton (1970)

~~e i ght

retardation does occur in infant mice

fror:~

darns fed

a folic acid deficient diet was also observed in our study .
Numerous investigators (Beisel l91:l?.; Gross ond Newherne l 9Bli; K1Jmar
and Axelrod 1978; lrJilliam et al.

197~)

have reported that reduced

levels of folic acid affects host immunity which might consequent ly
influence the status of the disease.

These observed effects are li ke ly

due to the role derivatives of tetrahydrofo late play in protein, lip id,
nucleic acid, and hormone chemistry (t1etzler 1977) .

The reported

no r mal liver folic acid values in this study agreed with the values of
other studies .

Bennett et al. (1964) reported normal rat liver folic

acid levels to be 5,0 to 9 . 0 ug folate/g diet .

Ou r mean va l ues for mice

days old and 6 days old were S. 3 and 6.2 ug folate/g diet, respectively.
~lost

investigato rs (Kumar and Axelrod, 1978; f/ illi am et al. l97S)

have studied the effects of folic acid deficiency on i mmune response to
mi togens or sheep red blood cells to derive conclusions about effect of
the deficiency on disease.

Few, (Nelson and Haltalin 1972) however,

have applied their research to study the effect of foli c acid def i c i ency
on speci fie diseases; this study was designed to do that.
To corre l ate the results obtained from such a study, one needs to
experimentally induce signs of folic ac id deficiencies that r ep resent
the signs of deficienc ies seen in hunan populations .

The folic acid

deficiency observed in the infant s of the deficient and marginal folic
acid diet groups was not believed to be a severe defic i ency .

S ligh t
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weight retardation was the on ly clinical manifestation of the
deficiency which probab ly simulates more realistically a diet-acquired
defic i ency in man since most folic acid defic iences are predominantly
mild or subclinical rather than seve r e (He rbert 1968).

From the results

of this study one may infer that dietary folic acid deficiency may be a
factor in influencing the severity of rotavirus-induced diarrheal
disease in humans .
It appears that weight gain of the infant nice is a good parameter
to

~easure

the presence and intensity of the rotaviral disease .

The

reduced folic acid diet seemerl to retard the weight gained by the
infant mice because the percent of wei gilt gained from day 1 p. i. to day
4 p.i. was about 100% for the uninfected
infected animals.

ani~als

and about 60% for the

The infected animals gained less weight than the

uninfected animals possibly because of dehydration due to the diarrhea
(Middleton 1978).
It was concluded that the controls were uninfected since none of
the animals sampled had rotaviru s in the intestine, rotaviral antibodies
in the sera, or presence of diarrhea.

Therefore, our methods of handling

the mice were adequate to exclude MRV from the control mice .

Uninfected

controls were important to include in the experiment since they were
used to delineate which observed effects were as a result of a folic
acid deficient diet or the rotaviral infection.
It is recognized that immunity to rota virus can be conferred to the
infant by the mother through the milk (Snodgrass and >Jells 1976).

She

develops an inmuno l ogical re sponse upon gast rointestinal exposure to the
virus (Snodgrass and We lls 1976).

Sensitized lymphocytes

~ay

then

mig ra te to other portions of the body i.e., spleen, lamina propria of
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the intestinal villi, lymph nodes and mammary glands (Ogra and Dayton

1979).

In this study rotaviral antibodies were assayed in the sera of

the dams and in the milk of the stomachs of the infants in an attempt
to mon it or the immunological status, which in turn, would reflect the
degree of immunity that might be transferred to the infants.

There was

no difference, however, in the maternal serum antibody titers bet.veen
the deficient diet groups and control diet group .

This may have been

because the adult female mice may not have had a large enough folic
acid deficiency to affect U1e rotaviral-specific ant i body titer of the
serum as it did in the infants .

The serum rotavira l- specific antibody

titers of the folic acid deficient infant mice were lower than the
titers of the control mice.

This effect was likely due to the reduced

folic acid levels since others (Kumar and Axelrod 1978) have observed
similar humoral responses in folic acid defic ient hosts.
rotavirus-specific antibodies detected in the milk.

There was no

It is possible that

the animals were not sensitized long enough to have an antibody titer
large enough to be detected at day 4 p. i.
The rotaviral disease was enhanced in infants from the def i cient
and marginal folic acid diet gr oups
group .

com~ared

with the adequate diet

This was apparent by the increased int est inal rotavirus t it e rs of

the infant mice in the deficient and marginal folic acid diet groups.
Conceptually, the increased virus may result in increased diarrhea in the
animals .

There was indeed an increased proportion of mice with diarrhea

in the deficient folic acid diet group compared to the normal folic acid
diet group .

It should be noted that the effect appeared to be most

pronounced early in the infection- - days 2 and 3.

Nelson and Haltalin
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(1972) observed that foli c acid deficiency a l so affects disease status .
Infant guinea pigs fed folate deficient diet for 2

1~eeks sh01~ed

89%

morta li ty when inoculated with 1u 9 Shige ll a flexneri while those
mi ce fed norma l diet had no mortality.
Th e z in c deficient diet as

ad~ ini ste red

in this study appeared to

be effective in causing a deficiency in the i nfant mice since a zinc
deficiency was seen in the infant mice by assaying the whole body zinc
content .

The values obtain ed from the 4 ug zinc/g diet group were

significant ly lower than those for the 12 and 60 ug zinc/g diet gr oups .
It is i mportant to reali ze that the anima ls did have signs of zinc
defic i ency dur i ng the corrrse of the rotaviral infection i.e . , the zinc
deficiency occurred not only at periods before or after , but also dur in g
th e time t he an imal had the disease.

Before, and through 15 days p.i.,

the anima l s had alopecia (Church and Pond 1982) and by day 2 p. i . growth
r etardation

1~as

quite evident.

At day 6 p.i., near the peak of the

di sease , the animals we r e shown to have hypop l acia of the thymus and
dep l eted body zinc leve l s .
It has l on g been kno;m clinically that sodium is one of the serum
i ons i nvolved in electrolyte im ba la nce (T i etz 197 6) .
study, the in fan t mice in fected

1~ith

In the present

rota virus had a definite

electrolyte i mba lance, possi bly due to dehydrat ion {r1iddleton 1978) as
represented by the elevated serum sodium l eve ls in the infant mi ce .
It was felt that one of the best means of measuring the illness of
the host would not necessarily be abil i ty to ga in weight or presence of
diarrh ea but a paramete r that would indicate if th e disease was severe
enough as to cause death .

It has bee n observed that human patients near

death had serum sodium l eve l s as high as l9U rnEq/ 1

(~\iddlet on

1978) ,
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whereas normal values range from 135 to 148 rrEq/1.

It is believed that

rotavirus causes death on a basis of electro lyte i mbalance leading to
cardiac arrest (Middleton 1978) .

Note, however, that potassium ion

imbalance is the cause of cardiac arrest (Tietz 1976).
sodiu~

An abnormal

level indirectly suggests an imbalance in other electrolytes,

including potassium, which may subsequently lead to cardiac arrest .
Serum sodium level was an effective means for measuring the status of
the disease in a mouse model since tl1ey also had elevated serum sodium
l evels , even as high as 178 mEq/1 .
Hypernatremia (high sodium level) is much more rare than
hyponatremia {Tietz 1976).

To understand a possible reason for the

hypernatremi a observed in this dissertation , an understanding is needed
of the diarrheal mechanism and physiological alterations that occur
during severe dehydration duf' to rotaviral disease.

Rotavirus denudes

the tips of villi of columnar epithelial cells vlhich possess digestive
enzymes .

The main purpose of these cells is to digest and adsorb

nutrient s and electrolytes (t1oon 1978) .
villi are more

i~~ature

The cells at the crypts of the

and do not demonstrate digestive or a dso rpt i ve

properties; in fact, t hese younger cells pe rform secretory functions .
The result then, in rotavira l diarrhea, is a net flux of electrolytes
and fluids into the

lu~en

of the gut .

host should have hyponatremia.

Theoret i cal ly , the d i seased

Some of the diseased mi ce in our study

did have hyponatremia; however , on the average the diseased mice had
hypernatremia.

Hu~an

subjects that had severe rotavira l disease and

died from it, exhibited marked dehydration and
197 8) .

hype r natre~ i a

(l·liddleton

It is likely , then, that in severe ly diseased subjects
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hypernatremia res ults from severe dehydratio n even though they had
ep i sodes of

d ia r r he~

intestine .

Pe r haps hypernatremia, inste ad of hyponatremia, is a s i gn of

causing an intralumen flux of sodium into the

a mo r e progre ssed , severe, di sease.

Furthe r studies may reveal this

paramete r to be of more predictable value of the status of th e di sease
than presently realized.
Othe r parameters to ill ustrate that the mouse mode l was effective
were that mi ce with zinc def i ciency displayed clin i cal signs such as
scaly sk in, reduced vteight ga i n, r educed thymus >Ieight, and alopecia
(loss of hair) .

Similar clinical signs and vteight gain have also been

observed in human subjects suffering from zinc def ici encies (Hambidge et
a l. 1976; Oleske et al. 19 79) .
Invest igator s of a pre vi ous study (Noble et al.

1~83)

were able to

qualitatively sc ore the degr ee of diarrheal f luids by visually scoring
the inte st in es .

In this study we have found that the ratio of large

intestin e weight to who l e mouse weight was effective for quantitatively
measuring the degree of diarrheal fluids.

The ratios fo r the infected

a ni ma l s were t wice that of the uninfected a ni ma ls, suggesting that this
was an e ffectiv e parameter f or measu rin g the status of the disease .
It ha d a definite advantage in bein g less subjective than visual
observation of the intest i ne.
The infants from the dams fed the def icient z i nc diet ( 4u g zinc/g
diet group), compared to the co ntr o l mice, were z i nc deficient as
evidenced by depressed whole body zinc content , reduced thy mu s weight,
and r ediJced abi lity to

g~in

body wei ght.

Eve n though zinc deficiency has

previously been sho>m (Gross and Newberne 1980) to dra matically affect
the laboratory animal 's i mmunological r esponse and subsequently alter
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the ability of the host to eliminate the antige n, the dietary zinc
deficiency obtained in th i s study apparently did not alter the status
of rotaviral disease in the i nfant mouse mode l.

This was seen because

the proportion of mi ce with diarrhea, serum sod iu m l evel, rat io of l arge
intestine weight to vthole mouse weight, intestinal virus titer, or
intestinal histopathology were not significant ly different between the
animals of the three dietary groups.

The zinc deficiency also did not

appear to alter the immunological res ponse of the mouse to the r otav iral
antigen since the rotavirus-specific ant ibodies in the sera from the
dams of infants were not noticeably affected .
Zinc is important in the tissue healing process (Paries et al .
1974); therefore, it is possible that this phenomenon could result in
prolonged rot aviral disease in zinc deficient individuals.

This

prolonged disease was not observed since intestinal histopathological
signs obtained 20 days p. i. were not more apparent in the zinc deficient
mice compared to the control mice .
Considering previous studies by other investigators that zinc
deficiency depresses the immune r esponses to certain antigens other than
rotaviral antigens, the apparent question to ask is why did not the z i nc
deficiency in the infant mice affect the rotaviral dis ease in these
mice .

A recent study by Beach et al. (1982) used the same diet

formulation which contained approximately the same concentration
of zinc and the same species of infant mice used in this study to
measure the antibody response to sheep red blood ce lls (SRBC).

The

infant mice fro"' their study also had simi lar clini cal manifestations as
the mice in this study.

The infants were sma l ler and th e zinc leve ls
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were less in the deficient infant mice.

In addit i on, they obse r ved a

higher morta l ity , something that we did not observe .

Th i s indicated that

the Mice in the 8each et al. (19H2) study had at least a slightly higher
zinc deficiency compared with those in this study.

Thus , di f ferences in

the experimental results between the two studies may poss i bly be
explained by the s l ight di fference in the degree of zinc deficiency in
the mice .
It may be difficult to find two independent studies that were
exactly the same, but an empirical comparison between the study of Beach
et al. (1982) and studies presented here can be made. In their study,
there 1vas a dramat i c reduction in the SRBC - specific antibody leve l in
the zinc deficient an i ma l s compared to the controls .

The results were

explained by the fact that it was known that the specific anti body
formation to SRBC was highly dependent on T-helper cells (Barrett 1978).
Si nce zinc deficiency atrophied the thymus, it ~1as presumed that
T- helper ce l l activity was depressed (Fernandes et al . 1979); subsequent ly , the ability of the animal to elicit a response to SRBC
antigens was l i kewise depressed.
study, however, did not have a

The zinc deficient infant mice in this

l~1er

rotaviral specific antibody end

point t i ter , or a more severe di sease than the cont r ol mi ce .
Studies we r e done wi th athymi c mi ce and t l1ym i c co nt r o l mi ce to
i nvest i gate why zinc de f ic i ency did not affect the r otav i ral infection .
This was accomplis hed by determining how depende nt the
r otavirus - specific ant i body formation may be on T- cell funct i on .

Such a

study would aid i n e l ucidating how zinc deficiency may a f fect the
ability of the host to respond to rota virus infect i on .
If rotav i ral antibody response were thymus independent , decreased
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thymic funct i on, due to zinc deficiency (Frake r et a l. 1978), may not
have an effect on rotaviral infection.

This reason in g cou l d then be

used to explain the experimental re su lts that zinc deficiency had no
observable effect on r otaviral infection.
mice were challenged p . o . with

~tRV,

Adult athymic mi ce and thymic

and the sera were assayed for

rotaviral specific antibodies (Athymic nude mouse expe ri ment #1 ) .

It

was determined that rotavira l specific antibod i es were thymus dependent
si nce tile athymic mice did not have specific antibodies while the mice
that possessed a thymus did ( Ta ble 6) .

Hence, the lack of effect that

zinc deficiency had on rotaviral infection may not be exp l ained by the
fact that humoral immune response wasT-cell i ndependent.
In athymic nude mouse experiment #1, the result that infant athymic
nude 11ice responded the same as control mice to rot av i ra l ct1 a ll enge was
similar to a study by Letvin et al. (1981) .

They observed that athym i c

nude mice , challenged per os or intraperitonea lly with r eovirus,
eliminated the virus as effectively as the thymic control mice .

They

demonstrated that .!1!_ vivo reovirus clearance did not depend on
T- cell function even though such cells were st i mulated i n vi tro
by reovirus .

Since rota vi ruses and reovi ruses a r e s i mi l ar mo r pho-

logically and belong to the Reoviridae fam ily (HcN ul ty 1978), bot h
may be acted upo n by the host i mmu ne system in a simi la r fash i on.

Lik e

.!1!_ vivo reovirus clearance f r om mice, T- ce ll f u n c tio n may not be
paramount to t he elim i nation of an .!1!_ v i vo c h a ll enge of r otavirus .
Other factors may be mo r e i mportant in el i minat i on o f the disease .
The other potentia l modes of defense of the animal i. e ., natura l
killer ce l ls (Letvin et al. 1981), epitl1e l ial i ntegrity , acid
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secretions, bi le salts, enzyme secretions, or antiviral components in
the materna l milk, may be the first lines of defense to eliminate the
rota virus.

It was assumed that the <lams in the dietary studies may not

have had previous exposure to the virus before they were exposed through
their artif iciall y inoculated infants; tl1erefore, they elicited a primary
immunological response, i.e., an immune resoonse after the first
to the virus .

ex~osure

As a result their infants would not have received any

immediate passive maternal immunity.

The infant's antibody res ponse

p r obably would not occur until after the disease manifested i tself.

The

reason why the rotaviral infection did not seem to be altered by
nutritional zinc deficiency may have been that any effect zinc had on
the late arrival of the humoral immune response would be superseded by
the primary lines of defense; if zinc deficiency did not affect these
lines of defense, the deficient an i mal would recover from the disease as
effectively as the control animals.
The investigators of the reovirus study cited above (Letvin et al .

19!:ll) support this hypothesis by suggesting that natural kil ler cell
activity (Herberman et al. 1975) may have been responsible for
elimination of the virus in the athyf'lic or thymic mice since reduced
T-cell activity of the athymic mice did not alter the ability of the
mice to eliminate the reoviru s.
Th e use of athymic mice also allowed the study of the r ole of
r1aternal i mmunity in the response of infants to rotaviral disease .

In

the athymic nude mouse experiment #2 , female adult mice were infected
p.o . with 11RV about 5 days after gestation which allowed for an
antibody response before infants

1~ere

born .

At birth, the infants

probably contracted the diseose from residual virus in the cages .

Since
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it was determined from adult athymic mice that rotaviral antibody
response •1as thymus-dependent, and s i nce any mouse not possessing a
thymus wou l d not produce specific antibody, one mi ght presume that sera
from athym i c infant mice also would not contain any specif i c antibody.
The infant athymic mice did, hCJ\;ever, possess rotavira l spec i fic
antibody in t he serum at comparable levels to thymic control i nfant
mice .

Th ese antibodies, it was presumed, must be materna l -derive d .

It

VIaS shO"In that the dams did possess the rota vi ral-speci fi c anti body
Vlhich consequently might be passed to the infants through the mi lk
(Snodg r ass and Wel ls 1978) or the yo l k sac (Porter) while the infant
was in utero .

The milk not only contains ant ibodies (Ogra and Dayton

1979), but also lymphocytes and macrophages have been shoVIn to traverse
the intestine into the circulatory system (Otnaess and Orstavik 1980) .
In athymic nude mouse experiment #2 , the infant mice sti ll developed
diarrhea Y~hen challenged by the r otavi ru s .

Other studies (Snodgrass and

Wel ls 1978) have shown that specific antibody - containing colostrum
p r otects the neonate from rotaviral disease .

Poss i ble explanations as to

why the mice i n this study still exhibited the disease, even after they
re ce ive d t he antibody - containing milk, may be that they only received a
sli ght manifestation of the disease compared to that which they wou l d
have received if they had not been protected th r ough the miik at a ll.
Unfortunately, the disease parameters from these mice and data from
other mice described in this dissertation

Y~ho

rece i ved milk that con -

tained no specific antibodies to rotavirus cannot be properly compared .
The main reason for the i nability t o compare the data was that in th e
a thymic mo use experiment, the mice were passive ly infected at birth,
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whereas i n the dietary study the mice were ora lly ino culated with the
rotavirus at least seve r al days after birth .

Since the age at which

the mice were inoculated wou l d make a difference in the intensities of
the di sease, a we ll controlled experinent wou ld need to be conducted to
det ermine if speci f i c ant i bodies from the dam ' s milk could offe r pro tection to the murine infant from the rotaviral disease .
The main purpose of this research was to delineate which nutritiona l
factors may be responsible for the increased severity of rotaviral
disease in malnourished subjects.

Future approaches to this problem

would be to survey the nutritional deficiencies of populations of people
1~ith

severe rotaviral disease, thereby being able to identify a

correlation between specific nutritional factors and the disease.
Studi es shou l d a l so be done to determine if the el i citation of rotaviral
antibody in the gut occu rs by the sar;,e process as immune resp onses to
other, more thoroughly studied, gastro i ntestinal infectious agents such
as pol i o (Ogra and Dayton 1979).

It would be important to know if

cel l ul ar components such as natural kil ler cel l s are involved in the
eliminat io n of the vi ru s .

t1uch VIOrk (Gross and Newberne 1980; Be isel

1982) has al r eady been done to determine l'lhich immuno logic or
non-i mmu nologic host defenses are affected by specific nutritional
fac to rs , th ere fore, with the information that would be ac4 uired from the
above proposed areas of res ea r ch , one ought to be able to more
accurate ly pred i ct which nutri ents are likely to effect rotaviral
infection in the host.
One of the advantages

~~ ith

the use of mice as an experi menta l martel

i s that relatively large numbers of mice can be utilized when compared
to other anima ls typical ly used to study rotaviral dis ease e . g. , calf,
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lamb, and piglet.

The statistical advant ages are profound when one

considers that approximately 2500 mice were used in this study.

It is

also obvious, for logistical rea so ns , that the mouse model is better for
the measurement of weight of the animal and weight of large intestine.
Other r esea rche rs have also used the

~ouse

as a model of rotaviral

disease (Little and Shaddock 1982; Dolin 1979; La Bonnardiere and de
Vaureix 1979; Noble et al. 1983) .
Since t1RV cannot be effectively propag ated in cell lines (Theil et
al. 1978) , and since the use of cell culture -propagated virus would
p ro vide a pure viral inoculum f or animals and more methods for viral
ass ay , the in fecti vity of cell cultu r e - p r opagat ed SRV, BRV and PRV were
evaluated in infant mice .
30% of the animals.

BRV and SRV , but not PRV, induced diarrhea in

There were no further signs of the disease,

however, in 2 subseqt Jent passages of the vi ruses.
antigens 1vere detected for any of the samp les.

Also, no viral

It was then determined

that no ne of the se cell culture - propagated viruses could replace MRV in
the nutr i tional experiments.
The ques t ions arise as to why BRV and SRV induced diarrhea in the
first pas sage, but upon su bsequent passages no diarrhea was detected;
and why were no viral antigens detected in animals presenting diarrhea.
There is a possibility that the BRV and SRV do infect the cells of the
intestine and enough damage may be obtained to induce diarrhea in the
animals; however, the infection might be incomplete, not allowing the
virus to propagate.

Upon su bs equen t passages no virus would be available

to infect the intestinal cells.

The explanation for the second question

might be that since viral replication might be incomplete, resultin g in
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no virus propagation, the antigen might be present below detectable
l eve l s .
Since a purer cell
to in fect infant mice,

culture-propag~tecf
M~V

propagated

~

rotavi rus was not available
vivo in mouse intestine s

was purified by freon extraction and cesium ch loride density
centrifugation.

A titration of this purified virus was done in infant

mice to obtain a 50% infectious dose and to confirm that the
purification process did not inactivate the virus.

The animals di d

contract diarrhea demonstrating that the virus was not inactivated , and
a reasonab ly high ID 50 was determined.

For the animal titration of

MRV, it was important that uninfected controls were included in each
cage of mice s ince it has been previously observed by me that unexposed
mice ca n be placed in the room used to infect animals and they will
eventually get diarrhea.

It was important to re alize that if mice

contracted the disease before the uninfected controls , they
obtained the virus from the inoculum and not extraneous virus from the
room.

Different aged mi ce were infected with purified MRV to determine
what age of mouse was most suscept i ble, i .e. , which age had the greatest
proportion of mice with diarrhea.

It was this age of mouse that was

infected for the zinc dietary study.

Chronologically, the folic acid

dietary study had already been done; as a res ult, the mice in that study
were i nocu lated at 2 day s old.

A greate r proportion of 5 day - old mice

had diarrhea; therefore, this age mouse was used to in fect mice for the
zinc dietary study.

Other obse r vations of interest were made .

The

youngest mice, <1 day-old, got diarrhea l ater after infection compared
to older mice; however, they had diarrhea l onger than animals of the
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older age groups.

This has also been observed in other studies

{Little and Shaddock 1982 ; Noble 1983).
mouse, the later it got the
sustained .

dise~se

Succinctly , the younger the

and the longer the disease was

Conversely, the older mice developed diarrhea sooner but

had the disease for a shorter period of time.
Attempts to adapt the APC test for the detection of rotavir al
specific antibody-producing cells were unsuccessful since fluorescing
particles, that might be construed as cells associated with antibody,
were also seen in negative controls.

The fluorescence could not be

blocked by various methods designed to eliminate specific fluorescence
of cells associated with antibody.

This in formation is not necessarily

significant , except that other investigators {Persona l Communication, S.
L. Vonderfecht, Dept. of Pathology, Johns Hopkins School of

r~edicine,

Baltimo re, 110) have had difficulty in adapting the APC test specifically
to murine tissue .

It may be possible that some factor, unique to

the murine species , prevents the development of the APC test.
It was not antic i pated that these attempts to develop the APC test
in the murine model would be futile since valuable data about the gut
immune response to rotavirual exposure has been obtained in the lymph
nodes of rabbits (Vonde rfech t and Osburne 1982a) and in the intestinal
lamina propria of calves {Vonderfecht and Osburne 1982b).
The dietary studies were designed to be amenable to statistical
analysis .

This "1as important because, traditional ly, experiments using

animals have high variability which lessens the accuracy of data
interpretation .
minimum .

As a result, the variability needed to be kept at a

Among the precautions taken were to use the same in bred mice
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throughout all of the studies.

Another sou rce of variabil ity is that

li tters having more infants compared to litters having le ss infants will
gain weight differently, therefore, when litters were born , the numbers
of mice were equalized in the litters.

For examp le, if one litter were

born with 10 infants anrl one litter was born the same day with 8, they
were equalized so that the litt ers would both contain 9 infan ts .

Notice

that the use of multiple litters was used as repetitions of the
experi1:1ental units, which al so reduced variability.
Considering the observations that an animals' physiology may be
different at one part of the day when co1:1pared to another, an effort
was made to collect the specimens at the same time each day . In this
way the values obtained for those parameters would not be biased as to
what time of the day the sa1:1ples were collected.
Throughout the course of all experimen ts, the animals were randomly
assigned to the various groups. In this way experimental results were
not biased as to which mice were first selected to be assigned to a
certain group.

The other precaut ion taken to reduce experimental

variability was the controlling of the environ01ent al conditions existing
in the animal containment rooms , such as li ghting and temperature .
For future studies, it would be of particular interest to
invest i gate not only the effects of nutritional factors on a primary
rotaviral exposure but also on a secondary rotaviral exposure while
monitoring non-immunologic responses and rotaviral antibody i n the
gastrointestinal tract of the infant and mil k of the dams.
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CONCLUSION

l.

Folic acid malnutrition increased

t~e

severity of rotaviral

diasease and decreased t he humoral immune response.

This disease

enhancement was evidenced by decreased ability to gain weight,
increased

in~idence

of diarrhea, increased number of mice exhibiting

high rotaviral antigen titers and decreased ser um rotaviral antibody
titers.
2.

Zinc

~alnutrition

did not alter the severity of the rotaviral

disease or humoral immune response.
3.

The lack of effect that dietary zinc had on rotaviral disease

is not due to a T-cell independence of rotaviral antibody formation,
since it was observe1, using

at~ymic

mice,

t~at

the antibody response is

T-cell de 0endent.
4.

A cesium chloride-purification of murine rotavirus can he used

to infect infant mice since the virus is not inactivated by th e
purification process.

Such a purified virus was found to be highly
infectious, •oith a dilution of over 10- 6 still inducing recognizable
diesease.
5.

Cell-cu ltu red

strains of bovine, simian, but not porcine

rotavirus will induce diarrhea in a

s~all

proportion of infant mice;

however, the viruses were not demonstratively propagated in the mouse
intestines.

T~erefore,

the viruses could not be used to replace murine

rotavirus in these dietary studies.
6.

Younger mice, <1 and 2 days-old, infected with murine

rotavirus, contracted the diarrhea later but sus taine d the disease for a
longer period of time than older mice.

A greater percentage of
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5 day-old mice got diarrhea than 0, 2, 8, and ll day-old mice .
7.

Serum sod ium levels, rat io of l arge intestine weight to whole

mouse weight, ability t o gain weight, presence of diarrhea, virus titer
of th e intestine, and rotaviral spec ific antibodies in a mouse model ar e
effect iv e for evaluation of rotaviral disease.
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Tab l e 7.

Mineral and Vitamin Mixe s Used in the Formulations
of Diets

i

Mineral mix

---------------------------------Vitamin mix

-------- --~----------~--------------------------
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